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I
The Confluence of
Islam and Hinduism

HE rise of Islam is one of the marvels of history. In
the summer of A. D. 622, a prophet without honour
in his own country, fled from his native city to seek
asylum in the town of Yathrib since known as Madinatun-Nabi, 'the city of the Prophet', rather more than two
hundred miles north of Mecca, the town which had cast
him out. Little more than a century later, the successors
and the followers of the fugitive, were ruling an empire,
which extended from the Atlantic to the Indus and from
the Caspian to the cataracts of the Nile and included
Spain and Portugal, some of the most fertile regions of
Southern France, the whole of the northern coast of
Africa, upper and lower Egypt, their own native Arabia,
Syria, Mesopotamia, Armenia, Persia, Afghanistan,
1
Baluchistan and Transoxiana.

T
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It was in A. D. 712 that the first Muslim invader,
Muhammad-bin-Qasim, crossed the sea, defeated Dahir
and laid the foundation of the first Muslim Kingdom in
Sind. When the Arab commander reached Alor, the
citizens resisted the invaders vigorously for several
months. Then they sued for peace, insisting on two
conditions, one, that no resident of the city be killed and
two, that there should be no interference with their places
of worship. Muhammad-bin-Qasim in accepting these
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terms said, "The temples of Hindustan are like the
Churches of Christians, the synagogues of jews and the
2
fire-temples of the Magians."
Regarding the invasion of Sind two things may be
noted : (1) that the oppression of the native rulers was
the prominent cause of the success of the Arabs and
(2) that apart from the slaughter and plunder during the
actual course of war, the moment victory was won and
peace concluded, a most enlightened policy of administration was followed, which stands in shining contrast to
the deeds narrated in the contemporary European History.
Here are some of the Qasim's orders :
"Muhammad Qasim ordered 12 dirhams weight
of silver to be consigned to each man, because all
their property had been plundered. He appointed
people from among the villagers and the chief citizens
to collect the fixed taxes from the cities and villages
that there might be a feeling of strength and
3
protection."
Muhammad-bin-Qasim maintained their (Brahmans')
dignity and passed orders confirming their pre-eminence.
They were protected against opposition and violence.
Each of them was entrusted with an office.
Hajjaj, Governor of Iraq, the uncle of Qasim and his
immediate superior, wrote as follows to him :
"As they (Hindus) have made submission and
have agreed to pay taxes to the Khalifa, nothing more
can be properly required from them. They have
been taken under our protection and we cannot in any
way stretch our hands upon their lives or property.
Permission is given to them to worship their gods.
Nobody must be forbidden or prevented from
following his own religion. They may live in their
houses in whatever manner they like".
(Elliot Vol. I, pp. 115—118).
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"He (Muhammad-bin-Qasim) directed the nobles,
the principal inhabitants and the Brahmans to build
their temples, traffic with the Muhammadans, live
without fear and to strive to better themselves. He
also enjoined them to maintain the indigent Brahman
with kindness, observe the rites and customs of their
ancestors and give oblations and alms to the Brahmans
4
according to former practice." (Elliot, Vol.1, p. 186).
The invasions of the Ghaznavides were of the nature
undertaken more for the sake of plunder than conquest.
Mahmud, whom historians have Invested with the character
of a religious zealot, had in fact little ecclesiastical fervour.
His chief aim was the establishment of an empire from
the Punjab to the Euphrates, and his Indian adventures
were mainly intended to provide him with the means for
the fulfilment of has imperialistic designs, which embraced
even the subordination of the Caliph to his will. This
explains why he attacked one after another, the great
centres of wealth in Northern India and never seriously
considered the problem of subjugating and ruling the
country. A curious light is thrown upon his policy and
proceedings by the fact that in his armies which fought on
the confines of his dominions, Indian troops formed part
of his forces. There is no doubt that the Ghaznavides
had a high opinion of the military qualities of the Hindus,
and the Hindus appeared to have had no repugnance to
serving them. Mahmud's son Masud employed Servand
Rao in his fight with his brother and Tilak, son of Jai
Sen to bring to book Ahmad Nialtigin, the rebel Governor
of the Indian province. Again he raised Hindu troops to
fight against the Saljuk Turks, while his successor deputed
the Kotwal of Ghazni to recall Bijai Rai, a Hindu general
to Ghazni from where he had fled on account of some
political dissensions.
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The conquest of Muhammad Ghori and his general
Qutubuddin Aibak were in the nature of a triumphal
march made easy by the internecine quarrels of the Rajput
princes who then controlled the destinies of Northern
India. Within the interval of less than a quarter of a
century the whole of Northern India had not only been
overrun but brought under subjection. But the establishment of Muslim rule implied little more than the
substitution of Hindu Rajas and Zamindars by Muslim
chiefs. Sir Worlseley Haig in the Cambridge History
of India ooints out:
"The rhapsodies of Muslim historians in their
accounts of the suppression of a rising or the capture
of a fortress, of towns and villages burnt, of whole
districts laid waste,
might delude us into the belief
that the early Muslim conquest of Northern India
was one prolonged holy war waged for the extirpation
of idolatry and the propagation of Islam, had we not
proof that this cannot have been the case
All
Muslim rulers in India from Mahmud downwards,
accepted when it suited them to do so, the allegiance
of Hindu rulers and land-holders, and confirmed
them as vassals in the possession of their hereditary
lands."
And again, "On this (Hindu) population they (the
Muslim rulers) relied not only for the means of
support but also to a great extent for the subordinate
machinery of Government; for there can be no doubt
that practically all minor posts connected with the
assessment and collection of the land revenue and
with accounts of public and state finance generally
were filled, as they were many generations later,
by Hindus.
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"Rebelfon and overt disaffection were repressed
with ruthless severity, and were doubtless made
occasions of proselytisrn, but the sin was rebellion, not
religious error, and there is no reason to believe, that
the position of the Hindu cultivator, was worse under
a Muslim than under a Hindu landlord.
"It was certainly possible for Hindus to obtain
5
justice even against Muslims." (Cambridge History
of India, Vol. Ill, pp. 89-90).
It may be conceded at once that the Arab conquest
of Sind was an insignificant event in the history of Islam
from the political point of view. But the effects of this
conquest upon Muslim culture were profound and farreaching. When the Arabs came to India, they were
astonished at the superiority of the civilization, which they
found hqre. The sublimity of Indian philosophical ideas
and the richness of the Indian intellect were a strange revelation to them. The cardinal doctrine of Muslim theology, that there is one God, was already known to the
Indian saints and philosophers. The Arabs found that
in the nobler arts which enhance the dignity of man, the
Indians far excelled them. The Indian musician, the
mason and the painter were as much admired by the Arabs
6
as the philosopher and the man of learning.
i

Tabari records that Khalifa Harun once sent for an
Indian physician to cure him of an obstinate and painful
disease. The Arabs learnt from the Indians a great deal in
the practical art of administration. The employment of
Brahmin officials on a large scale was due to their better
knowledge, experience and fitness for discharging efficiently
the duties of administration. A great many of the elements of Arabian culture, which afterwards had such a
marvellous effect upon European civilization, were borrowed from India. Arab scholars sat at the feet of Buddhist
monks and Brahmin Pandits to learn philosophy, astronomy, mathematics, medicine, chemistry and other
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subjects of study. The court at Baghdad extended its patronage to Indian scholarship. During the Khilafat of Mansur (A. D. 750—774), Arab scholars returned from India
to Baghdad carrying with them two books, the Brahma
Siddhanta of Brahmagupta and his Khand Khadyaka. These
works were translated by Al Fazari into Arabic with the
help of Indian scholars. It was from these two works
that the Arabs learnt the first principles of scientific astronomy. There is ample reason to endorse HavelPs view
that it was India, not Greece, that taught Islam in the
impressionable years of its youth, formed its philosophy and
esoteric religious ideals, and inspired its most characteris7
tic expressions in literature, art and architecture.
Arab authors have accepted in unambiguous terms
the superiority of Indian achievements. Thus Al-Jahiz
(A. D. 869) writes:
"The Hindus excel in astrology and mathematics.
They have a special Indian script. They excel in
medicine and possess some wonderful secrets of that
art, in particular those remedies that are of the
greatest use in the most dangerous diseases. They
have developed to a perfection their arts like
sculpture, painting and architecture. They are the
inventors of chess. They make good swords and
know all the tricks of fencing. They know charms
that can remove poison and pain from the body.
Their music is pleasant and they have all sorts of
dances. From India we received that book called
Khalilah-wa-Dimnah. These people have judgement
and are brave. In some virtues, they surpass the
Chinese".
Yaqubi (A. D. 895) observes:
"The Hindus are superior to all other nations in
intelligence and thoughtfulness. They are more exact
in astronomy and astrology than any other people.

7

The Brahma Siddhanta is a good proof of their
intellectual powers; by this book the Greeks and the
8
Persians have also profited."
Al-Idrisi (A. D. 1154) speaking of the accomplishments of the Hindus, says:
"The Hindus are by nature inclined to justice and
never depart from it in their actions. Their good
faith, honesty and faithfulness to their promises
are well known and they are so famous for these
qualities that people flock to their country from
9
every side".
Another Arab historian, Quazi Sa'id, observes:
" The Hindus have always been considered by all
other people as the custodians of learning and
wisdom. Their knowledge of God ascertains His
unity and purity. To kill or injure an animal is a sin
10
with them".
V

Influence of Buddhism on Islam
Long before the Muslim scholars translated Hindu
works into Arabic or Persian, and before the Muslim
travellers brought news from India, the Muslims had
some glimpses of India's religious conceptions through
Persian literature and also through the Buddhistic
influence that still lingered in some of the most remote
parts of Iran. They knew Buddhists as 'SamaniyaW.
The word 'Bud' or 'Buf had long ago degenerated into
the sense of idol-worship and conveyed no other meaning.
Buzasaf, that is, Bodhisattva, was known to them as the
founder of Buddhism. Not long ago, Buddhism had
flourished in Balkh, Transoxiana, Khurasan, Turkistan
and Persia, and to some extent also in Iraq, before the
Muslims conquered them. After these countries were
converted to Islam, the Buddhist priests did not at once
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stop their preaching. The rosary is one of the objects
that Muslims inherited from the Buddhists. The Sufi
doctrine of Fana is the Nirvana of the Buddhists. The
whole Sufi system of spiritual Muqamat (Stations) or
chakras that the seeker after illumination realizes on his
way to 'extinction', is Buddhistic.
The inhabitants of Balkh and Bukhara had displayed
a strong tendency to revert to their old Buddhist habits
of thought. Abu Nasr Ahmad-bin-Narshakhi (A. D.
943) relates in his history of Bukhara : "Every time the
people of Bukhara were conquered, they accepted Islam,
and no sooner than the Arabs retired, they gave
11
it up again."
Twice a year there used to be held a bazar in which
people sold Buddha's idols. On each market day, the
sale of idols used to amount to fifty thousand dirhams.
Muhamm ad-bin-Jafar has recorded that " the bazar
12
continued down to our times" (A. D. 940).
A good number of thinkers amongst Muslims,
especially in the Abbasid reign, were more or less directly
influenced by Buddhism.
Ibn Muqaffa (A. D. 760)
translated the Kalnah-wa-Dimnah from Pahlavi into
Arabic. In his introduction to the Kalilah-wa-Dimnah,
he describes an ascetic in the following words: "And
I found that divine tranquility comes over the ascetic
when he is absorbed in meditation ; for he is still contented, unambitious, satisfied, free from cares, has
renounced the world, has escaped from evils, is devoid
of greed, is pure, independent, protected against sorrow,
above jealousy, manifests pure love . . . . does none any
13
harm and remains himself unmolested".
Abul Ala-al-Ma'arri, the famous blind poet (A. D
973_1058), was a veritable Buddhist, nay even a Jain.
Von Kramer considers him as one of the greatest moralists
•

9
of all times whose profound genius anticipated much
that is commonly attributed to the modern spirit of
M
enlightenment.
Explaining the philosophical aspect of idol worship
Abul Fazl says :
"The inhabitants of this land are religious, affectionate, hospitable, genial and frank. They are fond
of scientific pursuits, inclined to austerity of life,
seekers after justice, contented, industrious, capable
in affairs, loyal, truthful and constant. The true
worth cf this people shines most in the day of
adversity and its soldieis know no retreat from
the
field
They, one and all, believe in the unity
of God, and as to the reverence they pay to the
images of stones and wood and the like, which
simpletons regard as idolatry, it is not so. The
writer of these pages has exhaustively discussed the
subject with many enlightened and upright men,
and it became evident that these images of some
chosen souls nearest in approach to the throne of
God are fashioned as aids to fix the mind and
keep the thoughts from wandering, while the worship
15
of God alone is required as indispensable. "
Long before Europe had learnt to enquire about
religion in a scientific and detached spirit, many Muslim
learned men had compiled books of comparative religion
in which they displayed an amazingly free and rationalistic
attitude of mind. Among them was that most eminent
scholar Abu Rihan al-Biruni who compiled a comprehensive treatise on Hindus, religions and philosophies
16
as early as the eleventh century.
Throughout the middle ages, the Muslims took
enormous pains to acquaint themselves with the religious
literature of the Hindus. They translated almost all the

•

10
important texts into Persian—the Vedas, the Upanishads,
the Mahabharat, the Ramayana, the Dharma Sastra,
Puranas, the Yoga Vasistha, the Yoga Sastra, Vedanta
17
Sastra, etc.
Among later writers may be mentioned the name of
Mirza Jan Janan Mazhar (b. 1699). Mazhar wrote
about the Hindu worship of idols:
"Idol worship, the process is similar to the
Dhikr, contemplative ritual, which is prescribed
18
for Muslim Sufis. "
Mahmud Shabistari (A. D. 1317), the wellknown
writer of Gulshan-i-Raz, writing on the theme of idol
worship, explains the difference and similarity between it
and Islam:
"The idol is the expression of love and unity in
this world, and to wear the sacred thread is to
take the resolve of service. As both faith and
unfaith are founded in existence, unity of God is
the essence of idol worship. As things are the
expression of existence, one out of them must atleast be the idol. If the Muslim knew what the
idol is, then he would not go astray in his faith.
The later did not see in the idol anything but external
creation, £nd. for this reason he became kafir in
the eyes of the law. If thou too would not see that
reality is hidden in the idol, thou wilt also be not
19
known as a Muslim according to the law."
*

Islamic mysticism originated and grew in two regions
of the Muslim world—ancient Khorasan and Mesopotamia. In both these regions, seekers of truth and
enlightenment among the Muslims came into clcse contact
with Indian mystics. The whole of Khorasan was studded
with Buddhist monasteries and Hindu temples at the time
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11
of the Muslim conquest as is testified by Hiuen Tsang
who had passed through these lands barely seventy years
earlier. In Mesopotamia, Junda Shapur, Damascus and
Baghdad were centres of learning where Hindu scholars
taught Indian science and Hindu ascetics (yogis) held
debates with Muslim scholars. The Pramukhas of the
Nava Vihara of Transoxiana became the prime ministers
(Baramakas) of the Abbasid Caliphs and they invited
Hindu doctors, astronomers and scientists to Baghdad
and encouraged the translation of Sanskrit treatises into
Arabic. Thus it was that the philosophy of pantheism
and the practical discipline of Yoga passed into the Sufi
20
circles of the Middle East.
The mystic teachings of Vedanta, on the one hand,
inspired Islamic mysticism and on the other, gave birth
to the movement of Bhakti in India. Ramanuja was the
pioneer of this Bhakti Movement.
The Bhakti Movement
The spirit of Bhakti moved across the country from
one end to the other. As Priyadas points out in his
Bhaktirasabodhini', "The tree of Bhakti was once but a
sapling
now it has climbed to the sky with its glory
spread over the earth .. Once but a feeble thing, now
contentedly sways the mighty elephants of the
21
passions."
It was in schools of Rama-Bhakti and KrishnaBhakti that the doctrines of mystic practices were
developed, and the differentiation of the stages of progress
towards unification with God, and of the emotions which
accompanied them and the causes that excited and
enhanced the emotional states and psychic conditions
which followed them expounded.
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The process of training in devotion implied worship
for the Adorable One, sorrow for one's sins, doubt of all
objects other than He, celebration of His praise, living for
His sake, assigning everything to Him., resignation to His
will, seeking Him in all things, renouncing anger, envy,
22
greed and impure thoughts.
The states of emotions and processes bear comparision with what the Muslim Sufis taught in regard to hal
and muqam (states of rapture and stages of ecstasy). For
instance, Abu Nasr, al-Sarraj, the author of the oldest
treatise on Sufism, recounts the seven stages, namely:
(1) Repentence,
(2) Abstinence,
(3) Renunciation,
(4) Poverty, (5) Patience, (6) Trust in God and
(7) Satisfaction and the ten psychic states, namely:
(1) Meditation, (2) Nearness to God, (3) Love, (4) Fear,
(5) Hope, (6) Longing, (7) Intimacy, (8) Tranquility,
(9) Contemplation and (10) Certainty.
Apart from the founders of the four Sampradayas—
Ramanuja, Madhava, Vishnuswami and Nimbaditya—
who composed their religious treatises in Sanskrit and the
propagators of Vaishnavite Bhakti of the schools of Rama
and Krishna, who appealed to the conservative-minded
among the general public, there was a third group of
mystics who employed the language of the people to
preach their radical creeds. They mostly belonged to the
lower castes and their movement represents the urge of the
unprivileged masses to uplift themselves. Some of them
were persecuted by Government, some incurred social
opprobrium, and others were not regarded as worthy of
notice. But they were held in high esteem among the
humbler classes who followed their simple teachings with
eagerness and understanding. They laid stress upon the
dignity of man, for they thought that every individual
would reach the highest goal of human life by his own
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effort. They rejected the
claim to special sanctity of priests (Pandits and Maulvis), of books (scriptures
of Hindus and Muslims), of temples and pilgrimages, of
rites and ceremonies, and encouraged the establishment of
direct relation between man ar I God. The movement
arose in the fifteenth century and continued till the middle
of the seventeenth.
The leaders of this group hailed from all parts of
India, but their teachings manifest the distinct influence of
Islam on their beliefs. In the Hindi-speaking region, the
most notable reformer was Sant Kabir, who was a powerful exponent of devotional faith centered on an impersonal, transcendental God, and a fearless denouncer of hypocritical and superstitious practices, Hindu or Muslim,
Love of God and man was his leligion and he accepted
23
whatever he thought true in Hinduism and Islam. There
were a number of other teachers whose point of
view was similar to that of Kabir and who founded their
orders in differnt parts of the country.
In the Punjab, Guru Nanak founded the Sikh religion
which was nourished by his nine successors. The last of
them, Guru Govind Singh, transformed Sikhism into a
military mission.
In Maharashtra Namdeo, Eknath, Tukaram and
Ramadas were noted saints who were hostile to idol worship, indifferent towards external acts of religion
such as vows, fasts, austerities, pilgrimages, etc. They worshipped Vitthal, the one God who conferred tranquility,
and prayed for release from the snares of the illusory
world. They condemned caste distinctions and sought to
reconcile Hindu and Muslim faiths.
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Bengal had the good fortune to produce Chaitanya,
who was a devotee of Krishna but at the same time
opposed the Brahminical system of ritualism and caste.
Among his disciples was Thakur Haridas, a Muslim. But
there were sects in Bengal which went far beyond Chai tanya in their criticism of Hindu orthodoxy, for example
24
the Kartabhajas.
The Virasaivas or Lingayats of the Kannada region
were a sect which came into existence in the twelfth
century but rapidly spread in Mysore and the neighbouring districts. Their belief in one God who cannot be represented by images or propitiated by sacrifices, and their
rejection of caste, show their independence from the conservative religious ways. They did not approve of sacrifices, fasts, feasts and piligrimages, nor did they recognize
distinctions based on birth. A pariah and a Brahmin
25
were equal as members of the sect.
I

*

In the deep South, the Tamil Sidhars rejected the
theory of transmigration and the authority of the Shastras.
They held that God and love are the same and desired
26
mankind to live in peace considering love as God.
Thus a powerful religious impulse, which drew
its inspiration from Hindu as well as Muslim sources,
spread all over India and sought to bring together
the masses into a faith which transcended social,
intellectual and communal barriers.
Islamic Mysticism
The stirring in the Hindu society had its parallel in
the Muslim community. We have seen that Sufism
even before its arrival in India had absorbed the main
features of Vedanta—for instance the philosophy of
absolute monism. The Indian Advaita had become the
Muslim Wahadat-al-Wujud.
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Ibn al-Arabi, the great master of Islamic mysticism, affirms that God is one and the universe is
His appearance. Creation is a process of emanation
of which the three steps are: (1) the stage of absolute
unity (ahdiat), (2) the stage of latent or potential
multiplicity (wahadat), and (3) the stage of apparent
or actual multiplicity (wahidiat).
The multiplicity
expresses itself in souls (Ruh), forms (Mithal) and
27
bodies (Jism).
For both there is a common discipline. It
includes purification of self, mastering of passions and
desires, filling of the mind exclusively with the
thought of God, obtaining control over bodily functions and mental processes till the objective world
ceases to distract consciousness, till man passes
away (fana, nirvana) from phenomenal existence
and attains union with the divine. The soul stands
self-enlightened and unperturbed
by temptations
28
and apprehensions.
The Muslim conquest of India was very slow.
It took them six centuries to reach the southern confines of India. The invaders came to India in three
stages. The first invasion took place in A. D. 712,
the invaders being Arabs led by Muhammad-binQasim. The second set of invasions occurred at
the end of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh
century. Tnese^were led by Subuktgin and MalmuuT
of Ghazni who belonged to a Turkish family. The
final stage, which led to the establishment of Muslim
rule in India, consisted of the invasions of Muhammad
Ghori two hundied^eargj^tejvMuhammad-bin-Qasim maintained the dignity of
Brahmins and passed orders confirming their pre-eminence.
They were protected against opposition and violence.
Each of them was entrusted with an office.
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Dr. Ishwari Prasad in his 'History of Medieval India*
says : "It is not difficult to determine Mahmud's place
in history. To the Musalmans of his day, he was Ghazi,
a champion of faith, who tried to extirpate infidelity in
heathen lands. To the Hindus, he is to this day an
inhuman tyrant, a veritable Hun, who destroyed their
most sacred shrines and wantonly wounded their religious
susceptibilities. But the unbiased enquirer who keeps in
mind the peculiar circumstances of the age must record
a different verdict. In his estimate, Mahmud was a great
leader of men, a just and upright ruler according to his
own lights, an intrepid and gifted solider, a dispenser of
justice, a patron of letters, and deserves to be ranked
29
amongst the greatest kings of the world" .
After the Ghaznavis came the Ghoris. Their first
exploit was the destruction of the city of Ghazni which
Mahmud had converted into one of the most beautiful
cities in the world. Alaptgin followed up his victory and
took the city of Ghazni by storm. The finest buildi gs
of the city, exquisite memorials of the greatness and
splendour of Mahmud, were demolished, and during
the seven days the Ghori chieftain remained in occupation
of the town "the air from the blackness of the smoke
continued as black as night and those nights, from the
flames rising in the burning city, were lighted up as bright
as day. Rapine and massacre were carried on with
greatest pertinacity and vindictiveness and men, women and
children were either killed or made slaves. The dead
bodies of all the Sultans of Ghazni except those of
Mahmud and Ibrahim were dug out from their graves and
30
treated with indignity and burnt" .
The Ghoris next turned their attention to India.
The victories of Shahabuddin Ghori are described by
Persian chroniclers as victory of Islam but when the

17
actual facts are analysed, even historians who can in no
way be described as partial to the Muslims from
the following estimate of Shahabuddin :
"It cannot be alleged that the religious fervour
actuating Shahabuddin and his Mohammadans was
stronger than that actuating the Rajputs. Although
Mohammadan historians describe the former as
making a religious war, Shahabuddin was righting
for conquest of territory and not for extending religion.
Indeed we find that conversion of the people to
Mohammadanism was not his motive conquering
" 31
Northern India
After Shahabuddin, the campaigns of Qutubuddin and
Iltutmish are described in the self-same strains. But when
we prune away the hyperbolic setting we find :
"Qutubuddin and Iltutmish were not fanatical
Muslims and were wise rulers who saw the justice and
even the wisdom of not interfering with the religion
32
of the people".
Although in the medieval period the head of the State
in India was a Muslim, the State was not Islamic. The
State did not follow the injunctions of the holy scriptures
the Quran, the Hadith, or the law elaborated in the four
schools of Sunni jurisprudence. It is a mistake to call the
medieval State of India theocratic, for it did not function
under the guidance of the Muslim theologians.
Almost everyone of the Muslim monarchs of India
from the thirteenth century onwards expressed his
inability and indicated the impossibility of conducting
Government in accordance with the Shariat. Iltutmish,
Balban, Allauddin Khalji and Mahammad Tughlaq were
among the pre-Mughal sovereigns of India who questioned
the suitability of applying Muslim law to India. Zia-udDin Barni, the historian in his Fatawa-i-Jahandari says:

IS

"True religion consists in following in the footsteps of the
Prophet. But royal Government, on the contrary can only
be carried on by following the policies of Khusrau Parvez
and the great emperors of Iran". He admits that "between the traditions (Sunnat) of the Prophet Muhammad
and his mode of life and living and the customs of the
Iranian emperors and their mode of life and living,
there is complete contradiction and total opposition".
But he points out that the Shariat, which is the
command of God, could be followed in State matters only
in exceptional times. Muhammad succeeded in enforcing
Shara because he was directly inspired by God, the first
four Khalifas did so because they had been the associates
of the Prophet. But their successors were faced with two
irreconcilable alternatives: traditions of the Prophet and
the policy of the Iranian emperors. But "Prophethood is
the perfection of religion and kingship is the perfection of
worldly fortune. These two perfections are opposed and
contradictory to each other, and their combination is not
33
within the bounds of possibility".
Iltutmish was approached by some Ulema with the
request that as the Hindus were not the people of the
Book (ahl-i-Kitab) who could be taken under Muslim
protection as dhimmis, they should be asked to accept
Islam and in case of refusal put to the sword. Iltutmish
asked his Wazir to give an answer, and he replied that the
request was impossible of execution. So far as Balban is
concerned, Nizam-ud-Din the historian observes, "He gave
34
precedence to the affairs of the State (over religion)".
Barni states: "In the matter of punishment and exercise of
royal authority he acted without fear of God, and whatever he regarded to be in the interest of Government,
irrespective of whether it was in accord with Shara or not,
35
he carried into action".
Allauddin's discussion with

19
Qazi Mugbis-al-Din is well known. His parting reply to
the Qazi was, "Whatever I consider to be in the interests
of Government, and find to be the requirement of the time,
I order. I do not know what the Exalted God will do to
me on the Day of Resurrection."
Professor M. Habib says : "It is true that Muslim kings,
mostly of foreign extraction, sat on Indian thrones for
some six or seven centuries. But they could only do so
because their enthronement was not the enthronement of
'Muslim rule'; had it been otherwise, they could not have
36
lasted for a single generation".
*

Among the Mughal emperors Babar, because he
reigned for such a short period, and Humayun, because
he was so beset with difficulties, had little opprotunity to
pay much attention to administrative matters. Akbar
inaugurated a State policy which was not subordinated to
the dictates of Islam. He treated all religions alike and
regarded it his duty to make no diffeience between his
subjects on the basis of religion. He threw open the
highest appointments to non-Muslims. He married Hindu
princesses and allowed them to retain their religion and
perform Hindu rites in the palace. Their sons were successors to the Mughal throne. He eliminated the interference
of the Ulema by assuming the authority to give final
decisions on religious questions on which there might be
conflicting opinions among the Mujtahids (Muslim divines).
In many social and other matters he showed respect to the
sentiments and traditions of his non-Muslim subjects. Among
these the most important was his abolition of Jazia (poll
tax on the Hindus). Abul Fazl says, "Kingship is a gift of
God,
And on coming to exalted dignity if he does not
inaugurate universal peace (toleration) and if he does not
regard all conditions of humanity, and all sects of religion
with the single eye of favour.... and not be mother to
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some and be step-mother to others—he will not become
37
fit for the exalted dignity".
Again he adds, "Differences
in religion must not withhold him from his duty of watching, and all classes of men must have repose, so that the
38
shadow of G d may confer glory".
Thus, in the words
of Ibn Hassan, "Both Islamic law and Hadis ceased to
39
be the code of Government".
The Muslims adopted many Hindu marriage customs,
and followed a number of practices which were repugnant
to Islamic law; for example in the matter of fixing the
degree of kinship for eligibility in marriage, in prescribing
limits of endogamy and exogamy based upon tribal and
class divisions, in the observance of ceremonial accompanying the marriage contract. Laws of inheritance were
supplanted by custom (urf) in many parts of India.
Widow marriage and divorce were frowned upon as
40
among the Hindus.
The various Hindu and Muslim festivals were celebrated with impartial splendour. On the Dasehra, the
anniversary of Rama's victory over the demons, the
imperial horses and elephants were arrayed in decorated
canopy and paraded for inspection. On the Raksbabandhan, the Hindu nobles and Brahmins fastened strings
on the Emperor's arm. Divali saw gambling in the palace,
and Shivaratri was duly observed. Nor were the Muslim
41
Eid and Shab-e-barat neglected.
Marriages between Muslims and Hindus were rare,
but those among the ruling families were well recognized.
The Mughal emperors were not the pioneers of this policy.
In Kashmir Hindu-Muslim marriages were of a longstanding. Zain-ul-Abedin (1420—70) married the two
42
daughters of Raja Manakdeo of Jammu. Another
daughter was married to Raja Jasrath, the Muslim
43
Gakkhar chief.
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The Bahniani kings of the Deccan allied themselves
with Hindu families. Taj-ud-Din Firoz (1397—1422)
married the daughters of Deva Raya of Vijayanagar and
44
Narsingh Rao of Kherla. Ahmad Shah Wali, the ninth
Bahmani ruler, wedded the daughter of the Raja of
Sonkhed. Yusuf Adil Shah, the Sultan of Bijapur (died
AD 1510), took to wife the sister of Mukund Rao, a
Brahmana, and she became his chief queen. Amir Band of
45
Bidar (died AD 1539) followed the example.
Akbar, Jahangir, Farrukh Siyar, Sulaiman Shukoh
and Siphir Shukoh took Hindu princesses for their wives.
The Hindu royal family of Kachh formed matrimonial
46
alliances with the Muslims.
On the other side, the Hindu was far too ridden with
caste inhibitions to receive a Muslim lady in the innermost
sanctum of his palace. Yet such instances were not
unknown. In Rajauri, Ladakh and Baltistan, Jahangir
47
noticed inter-marriages between the two communities.
The love affair of Peshwa Baji Rao I with Mastani is well
known. She was a dancing girl who became the Peshwa's
constant companion and "accompanied Baji Rao in
48
his campaigns and rode stirrup to stirrup with him".
In 1734 she bore the Peshwa, a son, Shamsher
Bahadur, who was brought up as a Muslim, the
Brahmanas having refused to allow him to enter the
Hindu fold. He was killed at Panirat in 1761.
He was succeeded in his jagir by his son Ali Bahadur.
In 1787 when Mahadiji Sindhia suffered reverses,
reinforcements were despatched from the South under
the command of Ali Bahadur as the representative of the
Peshwa's house.
It was realized by the Muslim rulers on the whole that
in the conditions existing in India the Islamic laws
promulgated for the Arab society of Medina were not
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strictly applicable. The form of society which the
Prophet of Islam envisaged and in which the State was
the Church and the Church the State, did not last more
than thirty years. The Umaiyads ceased to function as
Imams and became merely heads of State. The Abbasids
who came after them shed the simple Arab manners,
surrounded themselves with pomp and pelf, and
introduced in their courts the etiquette, ceremony and
49
splendour of ancient Iran.
In 1258 the Mongol conqueror destroyed the Caliphate,
and a new era began in the Islamic civilization. The old
concept of a single Muslim society with a single chief
disappeared. It need not surprise us, therefore, if we find
Muslim rulers and Muslim divines in India differing in
their views concerning government, especially concerning
the relationship between the government and the people.
"From the time of Iltutmish, who expressed his inability
to follow the advise of the Ulema in the matter of
imposing Islam on the Hindus by force, to Balban,
Ala-ud-din Khaliji, Mohammad Tughlak and Sher Shah,
most of them held the view that combination of religion
and kingship was not possible. Similar opinions prevailed
among provincial Sultans of Kashmir, Bengal and the
50
Deccan".
Search for Religious Synthesis
"The Mughals endeavoured to transmute this negative
attitude into a positive policy. Babar, before his death,
advised Humayun not to distinguish between a Muslim
and a Hindu. Akbar's courageous efforts in this behalf
are well known. Akbar found that there was no dearth
of people in every religion who thought of themselves as
perfect, who misinterpreted their religious belief and did
not bring the standard work of their religion to the
knowledge of the common people. Thus the spirit of the
faith remained concealed. Akbar found it essential to
prevent ihe people from falling victims to the nefarious
designs of such custodians of faith, and decided that if the
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standard works of different religions were translated into
simple language, they will be able to know the truth for
themselves. This would put an end to the monopoly of
those who did not state the real spirit of their religion to
51
their respective followers".
Akbar initiated a bold policy so that in his age "the
pillars of blind following were demolished and a new era
52
of research and enquiry in religious matter commenced."
•

*

The translations of Sanskrit works prepared in Akbar's
reign were illustrated by the court painters. One of the
copies of the Mahabharata made for the Imperial Library
53
was in the possession of the Maharaja of Jaipur. Several
independent translations of other Sanskrit works were
made in the reign of Jahangir, Shahjahan and Aurangzeb,
54
besides the works of Dara Shukoh.
Abdal Rahman
Chishti (died 1683) gave an Islamizing explanation of the
55
Bhagawad Gita in his Mir'at-ul-Haqaiq.
i

*

Several original works on the fine arts, sciences and the
philosophy of the Hindus were also written. The most
noteworthy is the Tuhfat-al-Hind composed, by Mirza
Muhammad-ibn-Fakhr-ul-Din Muhammad, in the reign
of Aurangzeb, at the request of Kukultash Khan for the
emperor's son, Prince Muhammad Mu'izz-ul-Din Jahandar
Shah. Jahangir did not depart from the tolerant ways
of his father and Shahjahan after some hesitation
continued on the whole to follow the same lines.
Aurangzeb's outlook
Unfortunately, Aurangzeb sought to turn back the
hands of the clock. But he too realized ultimately the
futility and undesirability of mixing religion with politics.
In his Ahkam (precepts) collected by Hamid-ud-Din Khan,
a favoured officer well known by his sobriquet "dagger of
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Alamgir" (Nimcha-i-Alamgir), the following passages
occur:
"What have the worldly affairs to do with
religion? And why should bigotry intrude into matters
of religion ?" "For you there is your religion, for
me mine (Lakum dinokum wa lia din—Quran)."
"If the law were followed it would have been
necessary to annihilate all the Rajas and their
subjects". Another of his precepts was; "What
concern have we with the religion of anybody ?
Let Jesus follow his own religion and Moses his
56
own."
Aurangzeb blamed his teacher, Mulla Saleh, for a
narrow outlook, Bernier reports:
Aurangzeb asked Mulla Saleh: "But what was
the knowledge I derived under your tuition ?" and
complained, "Was it not incumbent upon my
preceptor to make me acquainted with the
distinguishing features of every nation of the
earth; its resources and strength; its mode of
warfare; its manners, its religions; its form of
government and wherein its interests principally
consist; and by a regular course of historical
reading to render me familiar with the origin
of States; their progress and decline; the events,
accidents, or errors, owing to which such great
changes
and mighty revolutions have been
effected ?" He added, "A familiarity with the
language of surrounding nations may be indispensable in a king, but you would teach me to
read and write only Arabic, forgetting how
many important subjects ought to be embraced
in the education of a Prince, you acted as if it
were chiefly necessary that he should possess
great skill in grammar, and such knowledge of
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law and of the sciences only through the
medium of Arabic ? I have a perfect remembrance of your having, during several years,
harassed my brain with idle and foolish propositions, the solution of which yield no satisfaction
to the mind, propositions that seldom enter
into the business of life. When I left you, I
could boast of no greater attainment in the
sciences than the use of many obscure and
uncouth terms calculated to discourage, confound, and appal a youth of the most masculine
understanding
If you had taught me that
philosophy which adapts the mind to reason, and
will not suffer it to rest satisfied with anything
short of the most solid arguments; if you had
made me acquainted with the nature of man,
accustomed me always to refer to first principles
and given me a sublime and adequate conception
of the Universe, and of the order and regular
motions of its parts
I should have been more
indebted
to
you than Alexander was to
»» 57
Aristotle
Synthesis in Art and Architecture
Most of the Mughal emperors were deeply interested
in art. They were both patrons and critics, encouraging
talent and guiding skill. They invited to their courts great
masters of painting from Central Asia and Persia. They
gathered the humble but competent practitioners of art of
India. The two worked together and the one was influenced
by the other. The result was a style of wonderous beauty.
Whatever the subject, the picture is always bathed in clear
light, every detail is rendered with immense care, the
ground is carpeted with green and trees are in bloom. The
mien of the human dwellers in these scenes is one of good
cheer, the hearts are elated, heads are held high and the
58
eyes look straight.

The style of painting at the Mughal courts became the
prototype of the schools at the courts of provincial
Governors and of the Hindu Rajas of Rajasthan and the
hill States in the Himalayas. Humayun brought with him
two pupils of Bihzad, namely, Mir Saiyid Ali and Khwaja
Abdus Samad. Akbar invited Farrukh Qalmaq and Aqa
Raza. But among his artists, there were many Hindu
painters of great ability like Basavan, Das want and Kesho.
They were entrusted with the illustrations of works
like Shah Namah, Khamsa-i-Nizami, Babar Namah
and Timur Namah, as well as the Mahabharat, the
Ramayana, Nal Damyanti and Panchatantra. Jahangir
carried the art to perfection. He has stated in his Tuzuk
that he could distinguish between the style of all living
and dead painters and could say who the painter of a
particular picture was; One of his painters was Mansur
who was an expert in painting birds and flowers. Bishandas
exulted in portrait painting and Murad and Manohar were
unequalled in drawing. Shahajahan maintained the high
traditions of his father. The great painters of his reign
were Muhammad Nadir Samarquandi, Faquirullah Khan,
Mir Hashim, Bishandas and Bichittar. Though the art
continued under Aurangzeb, it began to decline rapidly
59
after him.
*

Painting is the delicate plant and architecture the
stately tree that adorn the arbour of culture. The
Mughal emperors, endowed with an extremely refined
taste in the arts, nurtured both with loving care. Babar
laid out beautiful gardens with running water, cascading
fountains and marble pavilions. Humayun erected a sevenchambered palace in which each hall was dedicated to
one of the seven planets. Akbar created Fatehpur Sikri
•
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Jahangir directed the completion of Akbar's tomb at
Sikandra, and the Jahangiri Mahal in Agra. Shahajahan's
contribution to India's architectural monuments is well
known. The Red Fort in Delhi with its numerous halls,
mansions and mosque, the Jama Masjid, above all, the
incomparable Taj Mahal, are immortal witnesses of his
taste.
Sir Jadunath Sarkar says: "Two hundred years
of Mughal rule, from the accession of Akbar to the
death of Mohammad Shah (1556—1749), gave to the
whole of Northern India, and much of the Deccan also,
oneness of the official language, administrative system,
coinage and also a popular lingua Indica
even outside
the territory directly administered by the Mughal emperors,
their administrative system, official nomenclature, court
etiquette and monetary type were borrowed more or less
by the neighbouring Hindu Rajas.
"All the twenty Indian Subhahs of the Mughal Empire
were governed by means of exactly the same administrative
machinery with exactly the same procedure and official
titles. Persian was the one language used in all office
records—farmans, sanads, land-grants, passes, despatches
and receipts. The same monetary standard prevailed
throughout the Empire with coins having the same names
and same purity and the same denomination, differing
only in the name of mint town. Officials and soliders
were frequently transferred from one province to
another. Thus, the native of one province felt himself
almost at home in another province; traders and travellers
passed most easily from city to city, subah to subah, and
»» 60
all realized the imperial oneness of this vast country
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Distortions in Medieval
Indian History
/

this vast land of ours have dwelt, since time
immemorial, peoples of different races and cultures
and into this land entered races from beyond the
mountains and the seas. But the old inhabitants and the
new-comers, after they had struggled and fought,
eventually forgot their enmities, made peace and joined in
their common endeavour. Each epoch of such a fusion
was marked by an efflorescence of culture in which the
different elements were so cunningly mixed as to make
one whole.
This unity of spirit has ever been conveying to the
different groups and communities, which form part of
the whole, known as India, the fundamental realization
that although the waves upon sea are many and play of
winds upon its surface gives rise to varied and even
contradictory phenomena like calms and storms, yet the
substance of this multiplicity and variety is the
unchanging sea.
-

,• The socio-economic continuity is the distinguishing
feature of Indian history. The harmony found in the
many-sided cultures of the people of India stems from
this source. Thus, although India has many religions, many
languages, many races, its fundamental attitudes towards
life have persisted through centuries and millennia. It is a
remarkable fact that the socio-economic structure of
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India, which originated in the settlements of the Aryans
and their assimilation of the pre-Aryan inhabitants of
India, continued without any radical change till the
nineteenth century.
this unity of her 'history, her ideals and of her
hiimahity is the living spirit of India. It is greater
than any of its particular manifestations in time
or in types. It underlines the multiplicity of
our creeds and sects, customs and institutions,
and art and philosophies. It underlines our historic
failures and successes, our struggles and triumphs.
It abides in the midst of these changes. It is this
spirit which fused the pre-Dravidian, the Dravidian and
the Aryan, into that ancient social organism, which found
utterance in the sublime philosophies, beautiful crafts, the
stirring arts, which make up the first chapter of our
history. Rama and Krishna, Mahavira and Buddha,
Chandragupta and Ashoka, Valmiki and Vyasa worthily
represent the spirit of this culture. The monuments of
Sdrnath and Sanchi, and paintings of Bagh and Ajanta,
and the temples of Khajuraho and Bhubaneswar, the
dramas of Kalidas and Bhavabhuti constitute the living
memory of this glorious age.
I

r

i
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*

The close of this epoch saw the impact of new races—
Arabs, Turks and Mughals. The ancient culture of India
came into violent conflict with the new-comers, but even
1
before ' the political struggles had ended, our construction
l
had begun. Islam and Hinduism, which appeared at * the
start, so antithetical, at last intermingled, each-one
stirred the ^foimdfestde^'bftKe'btorUfcydflftom-tttrtr
synthesis, grew the religion of 'Bhakti and 'Tasawmf, the
religion of love and devOtibn, Which s w a t h e hearts of
millions*followingdifferent religions and sects ofilnffia.
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The currents of Islamic sufism and Hindu Bhakii combined into a mighty stream which fertilized old desolate
tracts and changed the face of the country. It was in this
spirit of India which achieved apparently an impossible
task of reconciling the puritanical severity and aweinspiring transcendence of Islam into the luxuriant fullness
and abundance of forms and the intuitive perception of
their immanent unity with Hinduism, and created those
monuments of architecture and painting, music and poetry
and love-inspired religion which are the heritage of Indian
History during the middle ages.
A harmonious study of Indian History, a study both
wide and deep, seem urgently called for now, more than i
ever before. The question arises : Can we cut up history
into little bits, and say : this is ancient history, this is
medieval and that is modern history ? The central doctrine
of the modern scientific study of history, according to
the great Oxford Professor Freeman's teaching is, the
unity and continuity of history. The theory as supported
f
by Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, who says :
"We cannot divide history of India into the
three water-tight compartments, namely, the Hindu
period, the Mohammadan period and the British
period. Nothing can be more absurd. In the first
, place, they should be either Hindu, Mohammadan
and Christian, or ancient, medieval and modern.
The first is a communal division of Indian History
and should be banished from all history bookstfor
ever. The second classification may tie resetted' to
for convenience of study, especially for' the study
r
of culture. But it should be invariaoly bdrne in mind
that although in the world of thought there may
be a temporary division of history for the sake of
specialisation, in the world of action, history ought
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to be treated as having a continuous sequence. This,
in fact, is the basic idea of history, as any student of
historiography will tell us."
, Let us consider the facts that are responsible for
continuously aggravating disunity, disharmony and
disintegration between Indian communities. The underlying
primary cause is misunderstanding. This misunderstanding takes many forms and expresses itself in numerous
ways. It inspires the interpretation of Indian history and
makes it possible for extremists on both sides to press the
distortion of historical facts and movements into service
to uphold their different theories. The distrust affects
our judgement of men and their motives and exaggerates
every intentional or unintentional neglect into a deliberate
piece of oppression, and every petty incident of a quarrel
or suppression of a breach of law and order into a
calculated piece of atrocity. This suspicion colours the
whole outlook upon life; every little difference of customs,
manners, modes of speech and dress, ways of living and of
vocational pursuits is magnified into profound difference
of culture, of economic, social, political and spiritual
ideals. Is there any wonder that every clash of personal
and of group ambition is regarded as a symptom of deep
social cleavage and of communal and cultural disharmony ?
The task is not easy, because unfortunately the histories of India which have been taught in our schools and
colleges for generations past were originally compiled by
European writers. And Indians have not yet succeeded in
shaking off the biases inculcated by their European
teachers. These so-cailed histories have produced indelible
impressions on the minds of their readers and corrupted
the springs of national life. They have laid emphasis on
difference, drawn pictures in which the relations between
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Hindus and Musalmans bear most prominently the marks
of violence, conquest, rapine and religious bigotry. They
have presented the Muslims as destroyers of Hindu culture
and traditions, despoilers of Hindu temples and palaces;
and brutal idol-breakers who have offered to their Hinduvictims the terrible alternative of conversion or the sword.
It is hardly surprising that educated men in India
drugged with such poisonous stuff from the most impressionable period of their lives grow up to suspect and
distrust each other. The Hindu has been brought to believe that the Muslim period of Indian history which extends
over eight hundred years and more, is a nightmare. Not
only does he feel no pride in it, but when he turns back
his mind to find inspiration in the past, he skips over this
long interval and draws highly idealized pictures of the
golden past which lies beyond. The Muslim on the other
hand having lost the power built-up by his co-religionists
to a Christian nation from the West and being regarded
as a mere intruder by the Hindus, naturally feeds his selfrespect upon deeds by which he won conquest and glory
and completely ignores the remoter past which moulded
his cultural achievement of which he ought to be justly
proud. How British historians have used these sentiments Would be clear from the following quotation from
the well-known compilation, Sir H. M. Elliot's "History
of India as told by its Own Historians". The passage
occurs in the general preface to volume:
"We behold kings...... sunk in sloth or debauchery and emulating the vices of Caligula or a
Com modus. Under such rulers we cannot wonder that
the fountains of justice are corrupted ; that the State
revenues are never collected without violence and
outrage ; that villages are burnt and their inhabitants
mutilated or sold into slavery; that the officials so
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fair from affording protection, are themselves the
chief robbers and usurpers ; that parasites an4 euanches revel in the spoils of plundered provinces, and
that the poor find no redress against the oppressors
wrong and proudman's contumely". The few glimpses
we have even among the short extracts of this single
cc
volume, of Hindus slain for disputing with Muhammadans, of general prohibitions against processions ;
worship or ablutions and other intolerant measures of
idols mutilated, of temples razed, of forcible conversions and marriages, or prescriptions and confiscations, of murders and massacres and of the sensuality
and drunkenness of the tyrants who enjoined them,
show us that this picture is not overcharged".
t

A glimpss into official British records will show how
the policy of Devide-et-Impera was taking shape. The
Secretary of State, Wood in a letter to Lord Elgin said:
"We have maintained our power in India by
playing-off one part against the other and we must
continue to do so. Do all you can, therefore, to
>> i
prevent all having a common feeling".
George Francis Hamilton, Secretary of State for
India, wrote to Curzon :
"I think the real danger to our rule in India, not
nowj but say 50 years hence, is the gradual adoption
- and extension of Western ideas of agitation, and if we
could break educated Indians into two sections holding widely different views, we should, by such a division, strengthen our position against the subtle and
continuous attack which the spread of education must
make upon our system of Government. We should
so plan the educational text-books that the differences
between community and community are further
99 2
strengthened
i
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Cross informed the Governor-General, Dufferin that
This division of religious feeling
advantage and I look for some good as a result of
your Committee of Inquiry on Indian Education and
3
on teaching material".
< <

Thus under a definite policy, he Indian history textbooks were so falsified and distorted as to give an impression that the medieval period of Indian History was full
of atrocities committed by Muslim rulers on their Hindu
subjects and the Hindus had to suffer terrible indignities
under Muslim rule. And there were no common factors
in social, political or economic life.
Now let us briefly examine the truth of these allegations. Let us see what the contemporary Muslim
historians say:
Quazi Mughis-ud-Din laments:
"Although in the medieval period the head of the
State in India was a Muslim, the State was not
Islamic. The State did not follow the injuctions of the
holy scriptures—The Quran, the Hadith, or the laws
elaborated in the four schools of Sunni jurisprudence.
It is a mistake to call medieval State in India, theocratic, for it did not function under the guidance of
the Muslim theologians".
Almost everyone of the Muslim monarchs of India
from the 13th century onwards expressed his inability and
indicated the impossibility of conducting government in
accordance with Shariat. Iltutmish, Balban, Allauddin
Khaliji and Mohammad Tughalaq were among the preMughal sovereigns of India who questioned the suitability
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of applying Muslim law to India. Zia-ud-Din Barni, a
historian, in his Fatawa-i-Jahandari, says :
"True religion consists in following on the footsteps of the Prophet. But royal government, on the
contrary, can only be carried on, by following the
policies of Khusro Parvez and great emperors of Iran".
He admits that:
"Between the traditions (Sunnat) of the Prophet
Muhammad and his mode of life and living and the
customs of the Iranian emperors and their mode of life
and living there is a complete contradiction and total
oppo sition''.
But he pointed out that "Shariat, which is command
of God, could be followed in State matters only in exceptional times. Muhammad succeeded in enforcing Share
because he was already inspired by God, the first four
Khalifas did so because they had been the associates of
the Prophet. But prophethood is a perfection of religion
and the kingship is the perfection of worldly fortune.
These two perfections are opposed and contradictory to
each other, and their combination is not within the bounds
of possibility".
Nizam-ud-Din observes:
"Balban gave precedence to the affairs of the
4
State over religion".
Burni states:
"In the matter of punishment and exercise of
royal authority, he acted without fear of God and
whatever he regarded to be in the interest of Government, irrespective of whether it was in accord with
5
Shara or not, he carried into action".
Allauddin Khalji's discussion with Qazi Mughis-udDin is well known. His parting reply to the Qazi was :
"Whatever I consider to be in the interest of
Government, I order. I do not know what the exalted
God will do to me on the day of Ressurrection".
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Prof. M. Habib says:
"It is true that Muslim kings, mostly of foreign
extraction, sat on Indian thrones for some six or
seven centuries. But they could only do so because
their enthronement was not the enthronement of the
Muslim rule. Had it been otherwise they could not
6
have lasted for a single generation".
Now, let me give a few illustrations as to how the
historical facts have been distorted.
While I was doing some research on T-'ppu Sultan in
1928 at Allahabad, some office-bearers of Anglo-Bengali
College Students' Union approached me with a request to
inaugurate their History Association. They had directly
come from the College with their text-books. Incidentally,
I glanced through their history text-book. I opened the
chapter on Tippu Sultan. One of the sentences that
struck me deeply, was:
•

"Three thousand Brahmins committed suicide as
Tippu watnted to convert them forcibly into the fold
of Islam".
The author of the text-book was Mahamahopadhyaya
Dr. Har Prasad Shastri, Head of the Department of
Sanskrit, Calcutta University. I immediately wrote to
Dr. Shastri for the source of his information. After many
reminders came the reply that he had taken that fact from
the Mysore Gazetteer. The Mysore Gazetteer was not
available either at Allahabad or at the Imperial Library,
Calcutta. So I wrote to Sir Brijendra Nath Seal, the then
Vice-Chancellor of Mysore Unversity seeking a confirmation of the statement of Dr. Shastri. Sir Brijendra Nath
Seal forwarded my letter to Prof. Srikantia, who was
then busy editing a new edition of the Mysore Gazetteer,
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Prof. Srikantia informed me that "the episode of the
suicide of 3,000 Brahmins is nowhere in the Mysore
Gazetteer and he, as student of history of Mysore, was
quite certain that no such incident had taken place." He
further informed me that the Prime Minister of Tippu
Sultan was a Brahmin, named Purnea and his Commanderin-Chief was also a Brahmin, named Krishna Rao. He
supplied me with the list of 156 temples to which Tippu
Sultan used to pay annual grants. He sent me 30 photostat copies of Tippu Sultan's letters addressed to the then
Jagadguru Shankaracharya of Sringeri Math with whom
Tippu Sultan had very cordial relations. Tippu Sultan, as
was customary with the rulers of Mysore, daily visited the
temple of Lord Ranganatha located inside the fort of Srirangapatnam before taking his breakfast. Prof. Srikantia
suggested that Dr. Shastri might have based his narrations
on the so-called "History of Mysore", by Col. Miles, who
claimed to have translated his "History of Tippu Sultan"
from a Persian manuscript "Siarul Mutakhrin" which
was said to be in the personal Library of Queen
Victoria. On investigation, I found that there was no
such manuscript in the library of Queen Victoria, most
of the facts in Col. Miles's history book were concocted
and false.
Dr. Shastri's book was approved as a course book of
history for High Schools in Bengal, Assam, Bihar,
Orissa, U. P., M. P and Rajasthan. I approached the
then Vice-chancellor of Calcutta University and sent
him all the correr oondence that I had exchanged
with Dr. Shastri, with Mysore University, Vice-Chancellor,
Sir Brijendra Nath Seal, and Prof. Srikantia, with
the request to take proper action against the offending
passages in the text-book. Prompt came the reply
from the Vice-Chancellor, that the history book by
Dr. H. P. Shastri has been put out of course.
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However, I was amazed to find the same suicide story
was still existing in the history text-books which had
been prescribed for Junior High Schools in U. P. for the
students of VI, VII and VIII classes in 1972.
In YOUNG INDIA, edited by Mahatma Gandhi,
dated January 23, 1930, on page 31 appeared the
following item :
"Fatehali Tipu Sultan of Mysore is represented
by foreign historians as a fanatic who oppressed
his Hindu subjects and converted them to Islam by
force. But he was nothing of the kind. On the
other hand his relations with his Hindu subjects were
of a perfectly cordial nature
The Archaeological Department of Mysore State is in
possession of over thirty letters written by Tipu to
the Shankaracharya of Shringeri Math. These
letters are written in the Kannada characters
In one of the letters written to the Shankaracharya
in 1793 Tipu acknowledges receipt of the Shankaracharya's letter and requests him to perform tapas
(i. e., to under-go self-purificatory discipline) and to
offer prayers for the welfare and prosperity of his
own realm as for that of the whole universe. And
finally he asks the Shankaracharya to return to
Mysore, for the presence of good men in a country
brings down rain and makes for good cultivations
and plenty. This letter deserves to he printed in
letters of gold in every history of India, and no
apology need therefore be offered for reproducing
in Devanagari characters the original Kannada
which is full of Sanskrit words, some of these being
printed here :

%*? 3U*T%$ ar^? swifts ^%fo«n*Tf»Tw=& qrsea^ ^fa> i m!m$ qm*
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"Tipu made lavish gifts of land and other things
to Hindu temples, and temples dedicated to Shri
Venkataramanna, Shrinivas and Shri Ranganath and
located in the vicinity of Tipu's palaces still bear
testimony to his broad-minded toleration, and
indicate that that great martyr at any rate—for a
real martyr he was in the cause of liberty—was not
disturbed in his prayers by the Hindu bells calling
people to worship the same Allah whose devotee he
was. Tipu died fighting for liberty, treating with
contempt the suggestion that he should surrender to
the enemy. When Tipu's corpse was recovered from
among the heap of 'unknown soldiers' whose fate
he proudly shared, it was found, that even in death
his hand had still clutched the sword which was his
instrument for the vindication of liberty. Let us
remember the following seasonable words of Tipu:
'Better a lion's life for two days than a dog's life
for two hundred years' and also the lines repeated at
the end of each stanza of an elegy composed in his
honour:
"Ya Allah, it is better to die beneath the clouds
of battle raining blood upon our heads than to live
a life of shame and degradation."
Similarly, when I was the Chairman of the Allahabad Municipality (1948—53), a case of mutation (Dakhil
Kharij) came up for my consideration. It was a dispute
over the property dedicated to the temple of Someshwar
Nath Mahadev. After the death of the mahant, there
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were two claimants for the property. One of the claimuds filed some documents which were in the possession
of the famdy The documents Were the farmans issued
by Emperor Aurangzeb. Aurangzeb conferred a Jagir and
a cash gift on the temple. I felt puzzled. I thought that the
farmans Were fake. I was wondering h o w A u r a n g z e b ;
who was known for the demolition of the tempi
could confer a jagir on a temple with the w o r d s ' ' ^
the
m S COnferred f0r the
<•
A T > ?T ^
P"J«
™*
bhog
of the deity" ? How could Aurangzeb identify himself
with idolatry ?
"
I felt sure that the documents were not genuine But
before coming to any conclusion, I thought it proper
to take the opinion of Dr. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru who
was a great scholar of Persian and Arabic. T laid the
documents before him and asked for his opinion After
examining the documents, Dr. Sapru said that these
farmans of Aurangzeb Were genuine. Then he asked his
munshi to bring the file of the case of Jangum Badi
Shiva Temple of Varanasi, of which several appeals were
pending in the Allahabad High Court for the past 15
years. The mahant of the Jangum Badi Shiva temple
was also in possession of various other farmans of
Aurangzeb granting Jagir to the temple.
It was a new image of Aurangzeb appeared before
me. I was very much surprised. As advised by Dr
Sapru, I sent letters to the mahants of various important
temples of India requesting them to send me photostat
copies, if they are in the possession of the farmans of
Aurangzeb, granting them jagir for their tempi
Another big surprise was in store for me. I received
copies of farmans of Aurangzeb from the great tempi
of Mahakaleshwara, Ujjain, Balaji Temple, Chitrak
Umanand Temple, Gauhati and the Jain temple of
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Shatrunjai and other temples and Gurudwaras scattered
over Northern India. These farmans were issued from
1065 AH (1659) to 1091 AH (1685).
Though these are only a few instances of Aurangzeb's
generous attitude towards Hindus and their temples,
they are enough to show that what the historians have
written about him was biased and is only one side of
the picture. India is a vast land with thousands of
temples scattered all over. If proper research is made,
I am confident, many more instances would come to
light which will show Aurangzeb's benevolent treatment
of non-Muslims.
In the course of my investigations on the farmans
of Aurangzeb, I came in contact with Shri Gyan Chandra
and Dr. P. L. Gupta, the former Curator of Patna
Museum., they have also been doing research of great
historical value on Aurangzeb. It pleased me that
there were some other scholar-investigators of truth who
Were contributing their share in clearing the image of
much m aligned Aurangzeb, whom the biased historians
have me.dc the symbol of Muslim rule in India. An
aggrieved poet has sorrowfully said :
Hazaron sal men bas yad unko dastan itni,
Ke Alamgir Hindukush tha, zalim tha, sitamgar tha !
(i. e., of the thousand years Muslim rule in India they
remember only this much that Alamgir was a butcher
of Hindus, a tyrannical and cruel monarch ).
While accusing Aurangzeb as an anti-Hindu m onarch,
much has been made of a farman, which is popular by
the name of ' Banaras Farman'. This farman belongs
to a Brahmin family of Varanasi (Banaras), resident of
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mohalla Gauri. In 1905, it was produced before the
City Magistrate by one Mangal Pandey, son of Gopi
Upadhyaya's daughter. It drew attention of the scholars
and it was published for the first time in the Journal of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1911. And since then
it has been often quoted by the historians. Without
realizing the real import of the farman, they accuse
7
Aurangzeb of banning the construction of Hindu temples.
This farman was issued by Aurangzeb on 15 Jamadi,
I, 1065 A. H. (10 March, 1659) to the local officer of
Banaras in disposal of a complaint made by some Brahmin, who was the custodian of temple and was being
harassed by some persons. It runs as follows:
4'

"Let Abul Hasan worthy of favour and countenance
trust to our royal bounty, and let him know that since
in accordance with our innate kindness of disposition
and natural benevolence, the whole of our untiring
energy and all our upright intentions are engaged in
promoting the public welfare and bettering the conditions of all classes, high and low. In accordance with
our holy law, we have decided that the ancient temples shall not be destroyed, but new ones shall not be
built.
"In these days of our justice, information has reached our noble and most holy court that certain persons interfere and harass the Hindu residents of the
town of Banaras and its neighbourhood, and the Brahmin keepers of the temples, in whose charge these
ancient temples are; and that they further desire to
remove these Brahmins from their ancient offices, and
this intimidation of theirs causes distress to that
community.
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Therefore our royal command is that, after
of this lustrous order, you should direct that, in
future, no person shall in unlawful way interfere or
disturb the Brahmins and other Hindu residents at
these places, so that they may as before, remain in
their occupation and continue with peace of mind to
offer prayers for the continuance of our God-gifted
empire, so that it may last for ever. Treat this order
as urgent."
cc

This farman is explicitly clear on the point that Aurangzeb did not issue any new order against the building of
the new temples. He only referred to the practice that
was already in continuance and he simply affirms to
adhere to that practice, AS regards the already existing
temples, he is explicitly against their destruction. The
farman further shows that he was keen on his Hindu
subjects being able to live in peace.
It is not the only farman of its type. Banaras has
one more farman to show that Aurangzeb was really
very keen that the Hindus should be able to live in peace.
It runs :
"At this auspicious time an august farman was
issued whereas Maharajadhiraj Raja Ram Singh has
represented to the most holy and exalted court that a
mansion was built by his father in Mohalla Madho
Ram, on the bank of Ganga at Banaras for the
residence of Bhagwat Gosain who is also his religious
preceptor, and as certain persons harass the Gosain,
therefore, our Royal Command is that, after the
arrival of this lustrous order, the present and future
officers should direct that in future, no person shall
in any way interfere or disturb t£e Gosain, so that
he may continue with peace of mind to offer up
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prayers for the continuance of our God-given
Empire, that is destined to last for all time. Consider
this as an urgent matter, Dated the 17th Rabi, II, 1091
8
A. H."
Some other farmans with the mahant of the
Jangum Badi Math, show that Aurangzeb never tolerated
any encroachment on the rights of his subjects whether
they were Hindus or Muslims. He dealt severely with
the culprits. One of these farmans, refers to a complaint
filed in the court of Aurangzeb by the Jangams (i. e., the
followers of Jangam sect—a Saivite sect) against a Muslim
resident of Banaras named Nazir Beg and the Imperial
Order thereon says :
"The official of Haveli Muhammadabad—known
as Banaras, Subah Allahabad, are to be informed that
these days Arjunmal and Jangams, residents of Pargana
Banaras, have appeared before (the Emperor) and
have made complaint that Nazir Beg, a resident of
Banaras, has by force taken possession of five Havelis,
which they had in Qasba Banaras. It is therefore,
ordered that if their case is found true and the title of
the complainants proved, Nazir Beg should not be
allowed to enter the said Haveli, so that in future the
Jangams may not appear as complainants before me
to seek their redress.
"This farman is dated 11th Sha'ban San 13 Julus
9
(1672 AD)".
The other farman in the possession of the same Math,
dated 1 Rabi-al-awwal, 1078 A. H., relates to the restoration of the possession of the land that was granted to the
Jangams. It runs:
"All the present and future Jagirdars and karoris
in pargana Haveli Banaras, subah Allahabad are
informed that according to the order of the Emperor
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dated 9 Amardad Illahi, 178 bighas of land has been
granted to the Jangams to help them in their maintenance. The old officials have verified this fact,
before this. On the present occasion also they have
produced evidence bearing the seal of the Malik of
the said parganas to the effect that they are, as
before, in possession of the land and their title is
clearly proved. Therefore, according to the order
of Emperor, the same has been left to them as the
sacrifice (Nisar) for the head of the Emperor. The
said land should be returned to them from the
beginning of the kharif crop of san 10 as it was before
and they should not in any way be interfered with,
so that these Jangams may utilize the income of
every crop in their maintenance of the kingdom of
the Emperor. Herein they shall fail not and act
10
otherwise."
*

This farman does not only show that justice was
inherent in him but also that he made no distinction in
distributing the Nisar to Hindu mendicants. The said
land of 178 bighas was in all probability donated to the
Jangams by Aurangzeb himself as we have another farman
dated 5th Ramadan 1071 A. H., which refers to this land
in following terms:
"The present and future officials of Pargana
Haveli, Banaras, subordinate to Suba Allahabad, are
to be informed that under the order of the Emperor
to the effect that 178 bighas of land in Pargana
Banaras is allotted to Jangams to help in their maintenance. The Jangams have appeared at this time also
in the Darbar of the Emperor. Their rights are
proved and that the same ersons are alive and in
possession of the land. Therefore, the said land has
again been given to them as before *as a sacrifice for
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the head of the Emperor. The said land should be
treated as a mufti land as detailed below, so that they
may utilise it and may pray for the continued
11
existence of the kingdom of the Emperor."
Another land grant to a Hindu religious preceptor in
the town of Banaras was given by Aurangzeb in 1098
A. H. which is as follows :
"At this auspicious time an august farman was
issued that as two plots of land measuring 588 dira,
situated on the bank of the Ganga at the Benimadho
Ghat, in Benaras (one plot is in front of the house
of Ramjivan Go sain and on the back of the Central
mosque, and the other is higher up) are lying vacant
without any building and belong to Bait-ul-mal, we
have, therefore, granted the same to Ramjivan
Go sain and his son as inam, so that after building
dwelling houses for the pious Brahmins and holy
faqirs on the above mentioned plots, he should
remain engaged in the contemplation of God and
continue to offer prayer for the continuance of our
God-gifted empire that is destined to last for all
time. It is, therefore, incumbent on our illustrious
sons, exalted ministers, noble umras, high officials,
daroghas and present and future Kotwals, to exert
themselves for the continual and permanent observance of this hallowed ordinance, and to permit the
above mentioned plots to remain in the possession of
the aforesaid person and his descendents exempt from
all dues and taxes, and not to demand from him a
new sanad every year. " 1 2
Aurangzeb seems to be very careful to respect the
13
religious sentiments of his subjects. We have a Farman
of the Emperor issued on 2 Safar of the ninth year of
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his reign, in favour of Sudaman Brahman, the Pujari of
Umanand temple of Gauhati in Assam. This temple and
its Pujari were granted a piece of land and the income of
some forest for the Bhoga (offering to God) and the maintenance of the Pujari by the Hindu Rulers of Assam.
When Aurangzeb occupied the province, he immediately
issued the said farm an confirming the earlier Hindu grant
of the land and income in favour of the said temple and its
Pujari.
The text of the Gauhati Farman runs as follows :
"Be it known to the present and future administrators of important affairs, Chaudharis, Qanoongos,
Muqaddams and peasants of patta Bengesar in the
Pargana of Pandu in the Sarkar of Dakhinkul that
2 | Biswa of land out of village Sakara, the jam's
(total revenue) of which was thirty rupees, was settled
on Sudaman and his son the Pujari of Umanand,
according to the orders of the previous Rulers. At
this time the truth of the title (claim)
out of the
aforesaid maintenance
rupees twenty cash out
of the Mahsul (collections) of the said village
and the rest of it..
the jungle-land exclusive
of the Jam, from Intakhali village being settled as
the maintenance of the aforesaid grantee, it is
incumbent upon them (officers) to leave the cash
and the land in possession of the above mentioned
perpetually, permanently and for life time after
separating from both the Mahals so that they
(grantees) may utilise them for their maintenance and
Bhog and engage themselves in prayers for the
continuance of the kingdom to eternity. They should
not allow any let or hindrance on account of revenue
taxes and ether cesses or demand a fresh Sanad and
if
there be
they should not rely upon it.
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Considering this as binding upon them, they should
not swerve from it. Written on the 2nd of safar in
14
the 9th year of the Accession of His Majesty."
That Aurangzeb had the attitude of tolerance towards
Hindus and their religion, is further supported by the
priests of the Mahakaleshwar temple at Ujjain. This is
one of the chief temples cf Siva, where 'deep* (i. e.,
earthen lamp) light is burnt day and night, continuously
without any break. This deep is known as Nanda deep.
Four seers of ghee used daily for this Nanda deep, was
provided by the State from the remote past. And the
priests of the temple say that it continued in the Mughal
period also ; and even Aurangzeb honoured this ancient
tradition. Unfortunately they have no royal order to
support their claim. But they have a copy of an order
issued by Murad Bakhsh, during the reign of his father
dated 5th Shawwal 1061 A. H. This order was issued
by him on behalf of the Emperor on the petition of one
Devanarain, who was the then priest of the Mahakaleshwara temple. Hakim Muhammad Mehdi, the Waqianawis looked into the old records and testified the claim
of the petitioner. Thereupon, it was ordered that four
seers (Akbari) ghee be provided by the Tahsildar of
Chabutra Kotawali for said deep of the temple.
The copy of this order was issued by Muhammad
Sadullah in the year 1153 A. H., i. e., 93 years after the
original was issued.
The present priests infer from the issue of the copy
after such a long interval that the original order continued
to be carried on during all this intervening period which
covers the reign of Aurangzeb also. Had this order no
worth at this late period, no one would have cared to
obtain the copy of a dead letter. Some other royal papers
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deposited in the archives of the said temple were brought
to my knowledge by the then Mahant Lakshmi Narain
who also possessed a few papers of the time of Aurangzeb.
Generally historia ns talk of the demolition of the
Chintaman temple constructed by the Nagarseth of
Ahmedabad but they remain dumb on the fact that the
same Aurangzeb gave lands for the Shatrunjaya and Abu
temples to the same Nagarseth.
The sanad granting land to the Shatrunjaya temple
runs;
"(and) the end of which will be happy, Satidas,
the jeweller has represented to that noble, most holy,
exalted and elevated presence through persons who
constitute the holy assembly of the court, that
whereas according to a Farm an of His Majesty, the
exalted (and) as dignified as Solomon, the protector
of the office of the successor (of Muhammad) the
shadow of God, dated the nineteenth of the holy
month of Ramadan, in the year thirty-one, the
district of Palitana, which is called Satranja in the
jurisdiction of the Sorath Sarkar, a dependency of
the Suba of Ahmedabad (and revenue of which two
lacs of Dams) has been settled as a perpetual In'am
on the petitioner (and) that he (the petitioner),
therefore, hopes that a glorious edict may also be
granted by our Court. Therefore, in the same
manner as before we have granted (to the petitioner)
the above-mentioned district as a perpetual In'am.
It is therefore, incumbent on the present and the
future managers of the Subah and the abovementioned Sarkar, to exert themselves for the
continual and permanent observance of this
hallowed ordinance (and) to permit the abovementioned district to remain in possession of the
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above-mentioned person and of his descendants in
the lineal succession from generation to generation
and to consider him exempted from all demands and
taxes and all other dues and not to demand from him
in respect hereof a new sanad every year and they
shall not swerve from this order. Written on the 9th
of the month of Telkkand in the Hijra year 1068
15
(1658)."
The Nagarseth helped Aurangzeb in some war, and
being pleased with his services he gave some land-gift at
Girnar and Abu to the temples therein. It runs as such:
"In the name of Allah, the compassionate and
merciful.
"(Tughra) O ye Faithful, obey God and obey the
Prophet and those in authority among you.
"(Seal) Abul Muzafar Muhy-ud-Din Muhammad
Aurangzeb 'Alamgir Badshah Ghazi\
"At this time, the exalted Farman is issued that
since Shantidas Jawahari, son of Sahasbhai, of the
Shrawak community has solicited and been hopeful
of special favours, and has greatly helped the army
during its march with provisions, and expects to be
honoured with special rewards, therefore, the village
(deh) of Palitana, which is under the jurisdiction of
Ahmedabad, and the hill of Palitana famous as
Satrunja, and the temple on it, all those we give to
the said Satidas Jawahari of the Shrawak community,
and the timber and fuel which is to be found on the
hill of Satranja should belong to the Shrawak
community, so that they may utilise these for whatever purpose they like. Whoever guards the hill of
Satranja and its temple should be entitled to the
income of Palitana, and they should continue in
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prayer for the maintenance of the eternal government. It is necessary that the administration and
officers and the Jagirdars and the karoris of the
present and future should absolutely not allow any
deviation or alteration in this.
"Besides this there is a mountain in Junagarh
famous as Girnal (Girnar) and there is another hill
at Abuji under the jurisdiction of Sirohi. We give
these two hills also to Satidas Jawahari of Shrawak
community as a special favour, so that he may be
entirely satisfied. It is necessary for the officers that
they should not allow any one to interfere with these,
and no one among the Rajas should obstruct him
and they should always help him as such action will
bring to them royal pleasure. And they should not
demand a new sanad every year, and if anybody
makes any claim about that village and the three hills,
which we have given to him, he will be liable to the
censure and curses of the people as well as of God.
Another separate sanad has also been given to him.
"Written on the tenth of great Rajab, the Hijri
"16
year 1070 (March 12, 1660).
But there are instances which prove beyond doubt
that Aurangzeb did order demolition of Vishwanath
temple at Varanasi and the Jama Masjid at Golkunda
and the reasons that were given out for the demolition of
the temple and the mosque may give benefit of
circumstances to Aurangzeb. The story regarding
demolition of Vishwanath temple is that while Aurangzeb
was passing near Varanasi on his way to Bengal, the
Hindu Rajas in his retinue requested that if the halt
was made for a day, their Ranis may go to Varanasi,
have a dip in the Ganges and pay their homage to Lord
Vishwanath. Aurangzeb readily agreed. Army pickets
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were posted on the five-mile route to Varanasi. The
Ranis made a journey on the Palkis. They took their
dip in the Ganges and went to the Vishwanath temple
to pay their homage. After offering Puja all the Ranis
returned except one, the Maharani of Kutch. A thorough
search was made of the temple precincts but the Rani
was to be found nowhere. When Aurangzeb came to
know of it, he was very much enraged. He sent his senior
officers to search for the Rani. Ultimately, they found
that the statue of Ganesh which was fixed in the wall
was a moveable one. When the statue was moved, they
saw a flight of stairs that led to the basement. To their
horror, they found the missing Rani dishonoured and
crying. The basement was just beneath Lord Vishwanath's
seat. The Rajas expressed their vociferous protests. As
the crime was henious the Rajas demanded examplary
action. Aurangzeb oidered that as the sacred precincts
have been despoiled, Lord Vishwanath may be moved
to some other place. The temple be razed to the ground
and the Mahant be arrested and punished.
Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, in his famous book,
"The Feathers and the Stones" has narrated this fact
based on documentary evidence. Dr. P. L. Gupta,
former Curator of Patna Museum, has also corroborated
this incident.
Now about the demolition of Jama Masjid:
The Ruler of Golkunda, the famous Tanashah,
after collecting revenues of the State, did not pay his
dues to Delhi. In a few years they were accumulated
into crores. Tanashah burried this Khazana and
erected a Jama Masjid over it. When Aurangzeb
came to know of it, he ordered the demolition of the
mosque. The burried khazana was seized and utilised
for the benefit of the people. These two examples are
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sufficient to show that Aurangzeb did not make any
distinction between a temple and a mosque, in the
matter of judicial finding.
Unfortunately, the incidents and characters in the
medieval and modern history of India have been distorted
and falsified in such a way that distortion and falsification
are being accepted as God's own truth and an accusing
finger is raised against those who try to discriminate
between facts and fiction, between reality and distortions,
between truth and untruth. The vested communal interests
continue to distort and falsify history.
It is most unfortunate that the fundamentalists
on both sides were somewhat busy in distorting not
only medieval Indian history but also misinterpreting
Vedic and Quranic tenets and injunctions. Unscruplous
politicians are sowing winds of hatred forgetting that
their countrymen will have to reap the whirlwind.
I would humbly draw the attention of such misguided
politicians and biased historians to the 19th century band
of reformers headed by Rammohan Roy, Mahadev
Gobind Ranade, Swami Vivekanand and Ram Krishna
Paramhans on the Hindu side, who by their liberal
interpretation of Hinduism showed the new generation
the human values of religion and on the other hand the
Muslim band of humanist reformers led by Sir Syed
Ahmed who set the pace of Muslim renaissance. Sir Syed
was a devout Muslim. But he was concerned with the
religious and cultural downfall of his community. He
found sanction from Islam itself for his progressive and
secular approach. He was aware that in India Islam
17
needed a Luther.
His secularism and rationalism was
based on a saying of the Prophet :
"I am no more thana man; when I order you
anything respecting religion, receive it, and when I
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order you anything about the affairs of the world
18
then I am nothing more than a man."
He concluded that Islam has nothing to do with
worldly affairs. According to him it is wrong to believe
that Islam is directly related to all worldly matters and
that, therefore, nothing can be done without obtaining a
religious sanction. The regulations and the laws of Islam
should not be identified with Islam itself. They can be
replaced by better laws. "It is also wrong," Sir Syed
said, "to hold the books of jurists incorporate infallible
truth and are sufficient for the guid ance of our affairs.
Reason is the only weapon which can decide the value
19
of social and moral code of Islam."
He held that the
principles advocated by Islam are more ethical and are
common to all other religions. He vehemently criticised
the Ulema, who made all the institutions established by
the Prophet as a part of Islam.
Sir Syed stood for keeping the political life separate
from religion. He asserted that neither the people are
required to know the religion of the ruler nor the Government should interfere into the religion of the people.
Every good Government follows this principle. Any
Government which refused to follow it cannot be
describedas civilized Government. By emphasising this
principle, Sir Syed clearly shows that State should not be a
religious State and it should not make any distinction
between the people on the basis of religion. In the context of India he believed that all the people irrespective of
their faith constitute one Nation. Religious difference
should not undermine the vital unity of the people. The
progress of the people demanded that the leadership
should be in the hands of the secular persons. This attitude was responsible for Sir Syed's opposition to the PanIslamic movement of Jam aluddin Afghani as well as the
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protagonists of Hindi-Urdu controversy, a blow to his
concent of composite culture.
Sir Syed's legacy of secularism was carried forward by
Mohsin-ul-Mulk, Chiragh Ali and Khuda Bakhsh.
Mohsin-ul-Mulk took Sir Syed's rationalism to its logical
end. This was a great encouragement to the secular thinking of a section of Muslims. These religious ideas found
expression in one of his letters he wrote to Sir Syed :
"The light and glare of scientific knowledge and
enquiry has driven out irrational and obsolete
concepts. The modern mind is illuminated by the
lustrous and bright ideas and regards such concepts
as superstitious and preposterous. And now such
irrational and barbarous ideas are hardly amenable
to the sensible and rational mind. The only unfortunate victims of such funny superstitions are those
who indulge in the luxury of childish talk and
heresay.
"Divinity, mercifulness and omnipresence—the
qualities ascribed to Supreme. Being are all a
magnificent humbug. Worship and prayer springs
out of fear and apprehensions on the part of the
brutes and unlettered. Intuition is but a nightmare.
It should better be understood, that the so-called
soul or spirit is not immortal. The day of judgement
is an absurd unreality, Hell and Heaven are concepts
without any substance, reward and punishment is
the sad work of superstition. Death is the final
emancipator of every complication and agony and
misery
Such, for instance, are the reflections of
those who are rational, strong of will, and swim in
20
the ocean of sciences."
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Even Ameer Ali due to the influence of Sir Syed
asserted that :
"To suppose, therefore, that every Islamic
precept is necessarily immutable is to do injustice to
21
history and to the development of human intellect."
He also argued that certain injunctions of the Quran
are historically relevant only to the Prophet's day. It
means that Islam as preached by the Prophet is not wholly
applicable to all the spheres of life. According to
Ameer Ali, no law is immutable. It becomes out of date
after a radical change in the society. Therefore, law
should be in consonance with the exigencies and the
22
requirements of the time.
It is significant that Ameer Ali supported the abolition of polygamy. He regarded it "as much opposed to
the teachings of Mohammed as it is to be the general
23
progress of civilized society and true culture". Ameer
24
Ali held that polygamy is abhorrent to the laws of Islam.
He also opposed the existing practice of divorce.
"The Prophet looked upon the custom of divorce
with extreme disapproval and regarded its practice as
calculated to undermine the foundations of society.
He repeatedly declared that
nothing more
25
displeases God than divorce."
Said Ameer Ali : "These ideas regarding the Muslim
personal law impel a change which permits polygamy as
well as divorce. The change perhaps will be more in
keeping with the spirit of Islam than the maintenance of
the status quo".
Chiragh Ali's view of Islam was also strikingly secular
and liberal. To him:
"Islam as a religion is quite apart from inculcating a social system. The Mohammedan polity and
26
social system have nothing to do with religion."
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Islam is so sufficiently elastic that it can adopt itself
27
the social and political revolutions going on around it.
It is not a barrier to the political, social or moral inno8
vations. Chiragh Ali regarded the Prophet primarily as a
reformer who supplanted ancient Arabian superstitions by
monotheism, elevated the moral standard of Arabs and
other people and improved the lot of women by restricting
29
polygamy, discouraging slavery, and abolishing infanticide.
To Chiragh Ali, the Mohammadan common law or
30
Shariat is by no means unchangeable or unalterable.
The Prophet did not compile any code, but permitted the
Muslims to frame any code of Civil or Common law and to
found systems which would harmonize with the times and
31
suit the political and social changes going around them.
"The Prophet", Chiragh Ali believed, "never combined the
32
Church and the State into one". These ideas supplement
Sir Syed's view on Islam.
Khuda Bakhsh also forcefully advocated the separation
of religion from social and political life. He attempted
to free Islam from the "fetters of Authority and the Dead
33
Hand of the Past".
He held that "it would be a merest
affront to contend that religious and social systems,
bequeathed to us thirteen hundred years ago, should now
be adopted in their entirity without the slightest change or
34
alteration"
He did not consider Quran as Corpus juris
35
civilis to be accepted for all time.
His view was that the
subordination of religion to the State is a step forward in
36
the direction of reform and progress.
Khuda Bakhsh was a supporter of secular politics. He
did not consider the institution of Khilafat a basis of the
unity of the Muslim world. On the contrary he commented that the abolition of the Khilafat ended a fiction and
laid the path open for the development of Nationalism and
37
finally removed once for all the embargo upon liberalism.
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What is also significant in Khuda Bakhsh was that he
opposed the idea of the promotion of Muslim unity in
isolation with the Indian solidarity. This makes him
politically different from Ameer Ali and Mohsin-ul-Mulk.
He wanted that the Muslim solidarity should be merged
38
into a higher, nobler Indian solidarity. BadruddinTyabji's
views were similar to those of Khuda Bakhsh. He also
advocated the separation of worldly and financial affairs
from religion, and pleaded that in their own interest the
religious leaders should keep themselves aloof from all
39
purely financial and mundane matters.
Sulaiman Nadvi, another great scholar, admitted the
40
separation of Church and State in Islam. It is to be noted
that the liberals in the last quarter of the 19th Century
and in the beginning of the 20th Century were guided
by scientific developments. Their effort was to decide
the validity of the social laws on the basis of science.
Mohsin-ul-Mulk declared that "science can submit to no
confines or limitations; it is not merely speculative, it is
pragmatic, demonstrable and experimental
It has
confuted the traditional concepts of religion to such an
extent that only two alternatives remain: either to allow
relgion to die a natural death or to interpret religion in
41
the light of the new knowledge".
Thus the scientific
approach and the ineffectivity of religion in non-spiritual
matters should be considered as of the foundation of secularism among the Indian Muslims.
For the first time in the history of Islam in India
liberal ideas were propounded—that religion should not
come in the way of social progress, and that it should
concern itself with spiritualism rather than with the
temporal sphere of life. Therefore, they discarded the
traditional notion of Jihad, Darul Harb and Darul Islam,
and political pan-Islamism. It was the first concerted
attempt towards the modernization of Islam in this
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Ill
The Legacy of Islam:
A Panorama of Composite Culture

late Dr. Shafat Ahmed Khan, a well-known
scholar of modern Indian history, rightly said that,
"for the scientific study of history, India is a fallow field
beneath which lay burried a civilization and a culture
which were to become objectives alike of admiration and
respect. Indian historian must consequently, reach
forth across the gulf of ages, and base his work on the
1
severe frame-work of abstract truth."
History demands a clear vision of the world in which
we live. History is capable of changing our vision of the
contemporary world. History requires imagination, yet
it is not a mere romance. History demands philosophical
background, yet it cannot be achieved by philosophic
speculation. History rests on the belief that we are the
products of our past and that it is desirable and necessary
that we should know how we have come to be, what we
are. But we have to acknowledge the fact that each
generation creates its own past. Under the stress of
nationalism and national aspirations of India, the past
is being re-examined and re-interpreted in accordance
with new interests.
When the followers of Islam came to India they must
have seen that the entire country lived up to high tenets
in regard to religious tolerance, perhaps the highest for
the age in which they were given. They must have
wondered all the more that the people, who were so

tolerant to outsiders and so free from all racial and political bias, were the most conservative in the world and
rigidly exclusive in their social habits and customs. The
mosaic of their caste system with its political replica of
independent and conflicting units had to be built up anew
into harmonious structure. The people had to be welded
into common brotherhood and corresponding political
unity had to be evolved to serve their common needs and
save them from unending conflicts. The need of the hour
was religious tolerance, social and cultural synthesis,
political integration and a secular outlook. Destiny had
ordained the Mughals to play this unifying role, and in
spite of disruption which followed at the end of
Aurangzeb's rule the convulsion of policies could not
overwhelm the synthesis of social life. And HinduMuslim relations continued the same up to 1857.
•

The Universal surge of loyalty and devotion towards
Bahadurshah, the symbol of poitical revolution, conclusively showed, for the first time in history, that India had
become politically self-conscious and that the foundations
2
of Indian nationalism had been truly and deeply laid.
Throughout the medieval ages the Muslims took
enormous pains to acquaint themselves with the religious
literature of the Hindus. They translated books of important texts into Persian—the Vedas, the Upanishads, the
Mahabharata, the Ramayana, the Dharma Shastra, the
Purana, the Yoga Vashistha, the Yoga Shastra and the
3
Vedanta Shastra.
Among the later writers may be mentioned the name
of Mirza Jan Janan Mazhar (born in 1699). Mazhar said
about the Hindu worship of idols:
"In idol worship the process is similar to the
Dhikr, contemplative ritual, which is prescribed
4
by the Muslim sufis."
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Mehmood Shabistri(AD 1317), a well-known writer
of Gulshan-i-Raj, writing on the theme of the idol
worship, explains the difference and similarity between it
and Islam:
"The idol is the expression of love and unity in
this world, and to wear the sacred thread is to take
the resolve of service. As both faith and unfaith are
founded in existence, unity of God is the essence of
idol worship. As things are the expression of existence, one out of them must at least be the idol.
If the Muslim knew what the idol is, then he would
understand that religion consists in idolatry and if the
idol worshipper understood the idol, he would not go
5
astray in his faith."
Sir W. W. Hunter in his book, 'Indian Musalmans'
quoted Fatwa of the Qazi of Jaunpore in which he declares
that
Muslims
should
regard regions under the
Maratha rule as Dar-ul-Islam, on the ground that the
Rulers permit the Muhammadans to say their Friday and
Eid Festival prayers and maintain the laws of Islam
although the Musalmans have to ask them to appoint
their qazis and governors.
Inspire of the existence of two religions, there were
not any deep cultural differences between them. They
took pleasure in the study of each others religion, philosophy and science. Their arts were common, they had no
prejudices in regard to participation in the fairs and festivals
of each other. They spoke the same language, wore similar
clothes, furnished their houses in the same style, had similar
outlook upon the life of this world, if not also the next;
their industry and commerce, urban and rural occupations
were parts of one economic system.
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While in the middle ages, under Muslim rule Hindu
and
Muslim reformers had led movements of
religious and moral purification concerned with both
communities, the reformers of the 19th century were
exclusive, for example—compare Kabir, Nanak, Chaitanya,
Dadu, Tukaram, Basveshwar, Pran Nath and others with
Sir Syed and Swami Dayanand. The medieval religious
leaders cared essentially for the substance and reality of
relegion and deprecated emphasis upon external acts,
doctrines and dogmas. On the other hand the modern
reformers have been concerned chiefly with the philosophy
and tenets of religion rather than its inner emotional
and spiritual content.
No account of cultural synthesis is complete without
a discussion of religion. Of the Muslims' attitude towards
religion other than their own, a great deal of misunderstanding prevails on account of the false propaganda
spread by their enemies, especially European writers
belonging to Church and the result has been that the nonMuslim world has almost come to believe that Islam has
been a religion of violence, of force, of uncompromising
rigidity and bigotry. But the facts are, however quite
contrary to the popular belief. Long before Europe had
learnt to enquire about religion under scientific and
detached spirit, many Muslim learned men had compiled
books on comparative religon in which they displayed an
amazingly true and rationalistic attitude of mind. Among
them was the most eminent scholar, Abu Rihan Al-Beruni.
The underlying forces for this strong social Synthesis
were the great precepts of religion that acted as powerful brakes. The Quran teaches tolerence. "Let there
be no compulsion in religion" is its eternal commandment. And beautifully has the reason for this command-
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ment been given : "But if my Lord had pleased verily
all who are in the world would have believed together,
wilt thou then compel men to become believers ?*'
The Bible teaches tolerance and forgiveness in these
noble words : "whoever smite thee on thy right cheek
turn to him the other also". The commandment in the
Quran, "Recompense evil with that which is better"—
is almost a paraphrase of the Christian commandment.
The same idea is expressed with greater fulness of imagery
in the following words of the Quran: "And a paradise,
vast as the heavens and the earth, was prepared for
those who mastered their anger and forgave others."
The Bhagwad Gita says : "However men approach
Me, even so do I welcome them, for the path men
take from every side is Mine, O Partha." And again,
"O Son of Kunti, even the devotees of other deities
who worship full of faith they also worship Me,
though not according to tl e established custom".
In A.kbar's time, a unity was reached in the national consciousness which extended from the cottage to
the throne. Akbar's efforts to give it the form of a
new religion were bound to fail because religions could
not be created through politics and also because a movement whose essence consisted in transcending all religious
formalism could not be imprisoned in new bonds though
cast in gold and set with diamonds. But after this
politics could not be an obstacle in its path, and we
find that throughout the Mughal period, though thwarted
for a while to some extent, the movement continued to
widen and deepen in its course.
It will be conceded by everybody that so far as race
is concerned, the Muslims of India with the exception
perhaps of a very microscopic minority, are wholly
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indistinguishable from the Hindus. There is scarcely any
trace of the old Arabs, Turks and Persians left. It is
impossible in the population of Sindh to distinguish the
vestiges of the Aial soldiers who invaded it under
Muhammad Bin Qasim or of the Arab families which
ruled over the valley for hundreds of years. The central
Asian clans which entered India in the wake of the
Ghaznavides, Ghoris, Mughals, Turks and Afghans and
whose descendant continued to exercise authority and
dominion for five hundred years and more, have similarly
disappeared almost completely. The Muslim conquerors
have not maintained their racial identity or clan organization and have merged themselves into the general mass
of the Indian people. Tribes, clans and families whose
names make such a noise in the annals of the Muslim rule
are to-day barely known and are all but forgotton. The
process of assimilation has been continuous throughout
the centuries. Converison, marriage and settlement in
India without any desire to return to or have relation
with the peoples of the homelands have removed their
differences and brought about racial homogenity.
t

Socially the Musalmans of India developed an
organization similar to that of the Hindus. Muslim
societies in India, unlike Muslim societies in other
countries, became divided into castes comparable with the
Hindu caste system. Sayyids correspond with Brahmins,
Mughals and Pathans with Kshatriyas, Shaikhs with
Vaisyas, and the group of artisans, craftsmen and
labourers with Shudras. The distinctions between the
four divisions were based merely on economic and
vocational considerations, but also on heredity, which
was recognized throughout the middle ages as a factor of
supreme importance among both the Musalmans and
Hindus.
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In every social system woman holds a characteristic
position. Arab and Turkish societies differ considerably
from Hindu society in this matter. Yet in India the
Muslims followed not the customs of Arabia and Turkestan but those of India. In toilet, dress, ornaments, ways
of social intercourse, daily routine of life, they adopted
Indian ways and manners. The Muslim marriage
ceremonies were adopted from Hinduism. Nisbat, Haldi,
Menhdi, Tel, Mandwa, Barat, Jalwa, Kangan, etc., were
Muslim adaptations of Hindu ceremonies. The only
difference that remained was, that in the Hindu marriage
bride and bridegroom went round the fire to the chanting
of Vedic Mantras, while in the Muslim marriage they were
joined together in bonds of matrimony by the Qazi, who
read appropriate verses from the Quran. Early marriage
of girls, prohibition of widow marriage, dependence and
subordination of woman and the use of the veil were
6
common to Hindus and Muslims.
•

•

It is true that the religious fasts and festivals of the
two communities were different but the manner of
observing them was more or less similar. Muharram
celebrations were assimilated to Dasehra, Shabe Barat to
Shivaratri, Ramzan and Eid to Navaratra, etc. Besides
there were many fairs and festive occasions which were
common, and even, so far as the peculiar communal
festivals were concerned, the Hindus and the Muslims
participated in both, e. g., Holi and Muharram.
The Muslims adopted many Hindu funeral ceremonies,
for example, the Tija, the Daswan, etc. Then ceremonies
concerning, pregnancy and child birth like the seventh
month, sixth day of child birth, the shaving of the child's
head (Mundan, Aqiqa), licking of Khir, boring of ears,
birthday anniversary, etc., were common to both. Even
such purely Hindu practices as the immolation of the
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widow on the death of her husband and Jauhar were
occasionally resorted to by the Muslims. Ibn Batuta
relates the story of the defeat of Ainul Mulk by Muhammad Bin Tughlaq and tells how his wife plunged into
death after her husband. Again the Zafar Namah
describes the Jauhar committed by the wife of Kamaluddin,
Governor of Bhatnair, w.'ien he proceeded to fight against
Timur. Amir Khusru's admiration is evident from his
famous lines :
Chun Zane Hindi kase dar Ashiqi diwana nest,
Sokhtan bar shame shauhar Karhare parwana nest.
Dress is the most outstanding expression of the inner
character of a society—of its grades and classes, of its
psychological values—tabus and reticences. From this
point of view it is important to notice how Muslims in
India largely discarded the garments worn in Arabia, Iran
and Central Asia and mainly adopted Indian costumes
and clothes. The use of Arab Amama, Jubba, Radah,
Tahmad and Tasma, and of Central Asian Kulah, Nima,
Moza, etc., disappeared, giving place to Hindu Pagari and
Chira, Kurta and Angarkha, Patka and Dupattct, Pajama
1
and Juta.
If we turn from such externals, to the cultural
aspects of life we find the same kind of fusion there. Let
us consider the sacrifices the Musalmans have made for
the evolution of a common
culture in India.
Take the question of language which is of fundamental
importance, as language is the cliief medium of
expression of the intellect and of the spirit. Arabic
is the sacred language of Islam, it was also the mother
tongue of those early invaders who came to Sindh ; it is
not now the language of any group of Musalmans in India,
although it is studied by the learned for obvious reasons.
+
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Turkish was the spoken language of the Muslim conque
rors from Central Asia ; Persian was the lat guage of
the court from the beginning of Muslim rule till its
final overthrow. Neither of these languages is today
spoken by the Indian Muslims. Noi has the conqueror
imposed them on the conquered.
On the contrary the Muslims adopted the Indian
languages and enriched them with words drawn from
their languages. The Muslims of the Punjab speak
Punjabi, of Bengal Bengali, of Gujarat Gujarati; in other
words, they speak the dialect of the region where they
reside and there is no difference between them and the
Hindus in their forms of speech. There remains one
language regarding which much controversy rages today
namely, Urdu. Now Urdu is not a Muslim language, it is
not spoken in any of the countries where Islam is or has
been the religion of the majority of the people, the homelands of the conquerors of India. Urdu belongs to the
Aryan branch of languages, its basic structure, grammer
and the greater part of its vocabulary are Indian. In fact
the original of the Urdu is the dialect which is spoken
round about Delhi and which is known to linguists by the
name of Khari Bolu It became the spoken dialect of the
Musalmans also when they settled in and about Delhi.
The spoken dialect evolved into a literary language and
both Hindus and Musalmans have made it as such
throughout the centuries. In fact it may be truthfully said
that before the use of English among the Indian educated
classes, Urdu occupied the position of the lingua Indica
of India.
According to Havell, a great admirer of Hindusim
Islam influenced the Hindu social life in two ways. There
was a rise of rigidities in the Hindu society. Islam also
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gave the depressed and downtrodden masses the prospect
of improving their social status and economic lot. Havell
says that the Muslim success in India cannot be explained
away by external factors alone. It became possible owing
to the political disintegration and moral degeneration of
India since the death of Harsha. Havell has emphatically
observed that it was not the philosophy of Islam but the
democratic nature of the Islamic society that attracted the
8
attention of the Indian people.
The Arabs were the first among the Muslims to come
to India and they had settled down firmly in South India
by the end of the tenth century. Henceforth Muslim influence began to grow rapidly. They were heartily welcomed as traders and were allowed by the local princes of
Malabar to acquire lands and to practise their religion
freely. Islam is essentially a missionary religion and the
Arabs experienced no difficulty in preaching their gospel
and winning converts from the local people. They created
a great stir among the Hindu populace as much by their
peculiar beliefs and worship as by the zeal with which
9
they professed and advocated them.
-

Islam found a congenial atmosphere in South India.
Religious conflicts had been going on in South India as
Neo-Hinduism had been struggling with Buddhism and
Jainism for ascendancy. The religious atmosphere bewildered the common people and it was at such a juncture
that Islam appeared on the scene with a simple formula of
faith, well-defined dogmas and rites. The result was a
large number of voluntary conversions of unsophisticated
people to Islam followed by the conversion of the last of
the Cheraman Perumal kings of Malabar to the new religion in the first quarter of the ninth century. According
to some, it was with a view to propitiating the Arab
traders so that they might enrich the kingdom of Malabar
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by their prosperous trade and commerce that the Perumal
king embraced Islam. Whatever might have been the
motive of the Malabar king, it cannot be gainsaid that the
Muslims came to acquire great influence and importance
in the Malabar region under the patronage of the local
princes. The number of Muslim settlers in the dominion
of the Zamorin of Calicut continued to increase by leaps
and bounds and in his eagerness to train his men as expert
mariners and sailors, the Zamorin "gave orders that in
every family of fishermen in his dominion one or more of
the male members should be brought up as Muham10
madans-."
Marco Polo, Ibn Batuta and Abdur Razzak noticed a
large number of Muslim settlers along the western coast
with their mosques and flourishing centres of trade. Each
settlement of the Muslims in the Eastern and Western
coasts grew into a centre of religious propaganda. It is
really surprising that within the course of a few centuries,
before the advent of the Turks, large areas in the Eastern
and Western regions turned into centres of Islamic civilization and culture without the least resistance from the
sons of the soil. The rise of the Bahamani kingdom in
the south offers a glaring instance of the impact of Islam
in South Indian politics and culture. This impact is much
more glaring when we take into account the rise of Bijapur
and Golkonda as two other great Muslim kingdoms in the
later days.
Northern India came into direct contact with Islam
from the time of Muhammad Bin Ghori. From the
thirteenth century onwards Hindu imperialism, based on
loose confederation of autonomous principalities gradually
gave way to Turkish suzerainty and paramountcy.
Hinduism came face to face with a dynamic religion which
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threw a challenge to the philosophic basis of Hinduism,
attacked its social structure and denied its pantheistic
doctrines.
Speaking of the moral effect of Muslim conquest,
Cunningham writes:
"The influence of a new people who equalled or
surpassed Kshatriyas in valor, who despized the
sanctity of Brahmins and who authoritatively proclaimed the unity of God and His abhorrence of images,
began gradually to operate on the minds of the
multitudes of India
New superstition emulated
old credulity, Pirs and Shahids, saints and martyrs,
equalled Krishna and Bhairav in the number of their
miracles and the Muhammadans almost forgot the
unity of God in the multitude of intercessors, whose
11
aid they implored."
In the words of Cunningham again:
"The first result of the conflict (between Hinduism and Islam) was the institution, about the end of
the fourteenth century, of a comprehensive sect by
Ramananda of Banaras. He seized upon the idea of
man's equality before God. He instituted no nice
distinctive observances. He admitted all classes of
"12
people as his disciples.
Islam entered Kashmir in the fourteenth century A.D.
The people welcomed its exponent, the great Shah Hamadan, with open arms and the synthesis of Hindu and Islamic religious thought found its greatest exponents in Lalleshwari and Sheikh Nur-ud-Din, who continue to be held in
great esteem by both Hindus and Muslims. Kashmir has
witnessed dark periods of religious persecution, but the
people, true to their tradition, have lived like brothers,
giving solace and shelter to their brothers in distress.
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Two names that come very easily to an average
Kashmiri's lips are Lalitaditya ( 724-760 A. D. ) and
Zain-ul-Abdin ( 1422-1474 A- D. ). Lalitaditya ushered
in an era of national glory, prosperity and peace.
He was tolerant towards all schools of religious thought,
Buddhism and Hinduism, the two prominent creeds of the
time, received patronage at his hands—a Hindu ruler
who constructed temples for the Buddha as well as for
Shiva, Vishnu and other gods. The king offered liberal
patronage to men of letters. Learning flourished and
Kashmir became the "cynosure of foreign scholars and
many cultural missions set out from the country." His
faults, as recorded by Kalhana, not withstanding, he was
above religious bigotry. His commander-in-chief was a
Buddhist and so were many of his high officials. To
talented men of all nationalities, he showed great respect
and regard. He brought from Kanauj the two famous
poets Bhavabhuti and Vakpatiraja and installed them in
his capital in Kashmir. Zain-ul-Abdin, popularly known
as Bud Shah (the great king), was not a conqueror but
remains a beacon light for the people of Kashmir for
their cherished principles of tolerance and fraternal living.
"Possessed of a broad and tolerant outlook," says Pandit
Anand Koul, "and dominated with a desire to benefit
mankind, he ruled with such equity and justice and did
so much to improve the material prosperity of the
people that one cannot fail to admire him-Zain-ul-Abedin
was deseivedly surnamed 'Bud Shah' or great king. In
spite of six centuries having rolled by since he lived, his
name is still remembered with genuine reverence and
gratitude. Take the name of Bud Shah before a Kashmiri
and at once he will, with a happy countenance, rhyme
with Padshah."
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During the reign of Sikandar, Zain-ul-Abedin's father,
the Hindus suffered enormously through the persecution
of his minister Siya Butt, a new convert to the Muslim
faith. It is said that the Hindus fled away and only eleven
families remained in Kashmir. With Zain-ul-Abedin's
ascending the throne, confidence returned to them. He
sent messengers to them inviting them to return to their
homeland. They responded with pleasure. He gave the
pride of place in his court to Shri Butt, a great physician
and Jonaraj, a great historian, who updated the
chronology — Rajatarangini. Himself a scholar of
Persian and Sanskrit, he encouraged the translation
of a major portion of the Upanishads from Sanskrit
into Persian. The Katha-Sarit-Sagar was also translated
into Persian during his reign. A general toleration
of all faiths was proclaimed and practised. The king
built temples and penalized the killing of cows, and
himself abstained from meat-eating during the holy
festivals of the Hindus. The Rajatarangini gives a detailed
account of how the king took part in the annual Naga
yatra festival, when he would don the robes of a Hindu
mendicant and perform the journey in the company of
other pilgrims.
Two other names that come easily to the lips of a
Kashmiri are of Lalleshwari, more popularly known by
the homely name of LalDed (Mother Lai), and Sheikh
Nur-ud-Din, better known as Nund Rishi.They are believed
to have been contemporaries. Both of them, as mystics,
saints and poets, continue to have an equal claim on the
affection of both Hindus and Muslims. In fact, both
communities hold forth divergent views as to which
community they originally belonged.
Lalleshwari was a follower of Shaivism. Born towards
the middle of the fourteenth century A- D-, she preached
the message of truth and peace in the language of the
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people. Her poetry, known as Vctkyas, is committed to
memoiy by thousands regardless of their religious faith.
Her verses are quoted even in daily conversation and
their wide usage has given a healthy direction to
individual and community ideals.
/

In one of her sayings, she exhorted people not to
differentiate between a Muslim and a Hindu, "They are
not different" she said. "Know thyself, if you are sane,"
she advised. In a verse, she castigated the fanatical
followers of so-called "religion" and said:
0 Mind, hast thou become intoxicated at another's
expense.
Why hast thou mistaken truth for untruth ?
The little understanding hath made thee attached
to others' religion.
Subdued to coming and going, to birth and death !
Lai Ded criticized the cold and meaningless way
in which religious rituals were performed. She said
that God did not want meditations and austerities.
The abode of bliss could be reached only through love.
Nund Rishi, born in
man. His fame as a saint and
attainments travelled far and
great number of followers.
stamped in people's memory.
snares of false preachers:

1377 A. D., was a pious
the glory of his spiritual
wide, attracting to him a
His verses have become
He preached against the

1 saw a priest blowing out fire (and)
Beating a drum to others,
The priests have nice big turbans on their heads,
They walk about daintily dressed,
Dressed in priestly robes they indulge in mutton,
They run away with cooking pots under their arms.
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The Risbi exhorted his followers to perform good
actions. He wanted people to lead disciplined lives in
which they cared about others. In one of his sayings,
he asks:
Thou hast eaten six platefuls, one like another,
If thou art a priest then who are robbers?
No wonder, King Zain-ul-Abedin was the chief mourner at Nund Rishi's funeral. During his life time, he
founded an order of Rishis, which exercise tremendous
influence on Hindus too. The last of the great Hindu
mystic poets, Parmanand, who died towards the end of
the last century, contributed a great deal towards uplifting
people morally and spiritually.
This rich tradition in history and literature has had
its impact on the life of the people of Kashmir. The
family of Hindu emissary who was deputed to negotiate with
Ranjit Singh to rescue the people of Kashmir from the
tyranny of Pathan rule was given protection by a Muslim
shawl merchant, who preferred death to the betrayal of
trust. The holy cave of Amarnath, which was declared
"lost," during Pathan rule, was rediscovered by one Malik
of a village in the vicinity of Pahalgam. To this day, the
Muslim Malik family receives a share from the offerings
made by the thousands of Hindus, who visit the holy cave
annually. The shrine of Shah-i-Hamadan and the temple
of Mahakali exist together at Khanqah Mohalla in
Srinagar city. The shrine of Makhdoom Sahab and the
temple of goddess Sharika at Hari parbat are also similarly
situated. Be it Eid or Shivaratri the participation is not
only of one or the other community, but of the people of
Kashmir as a whole. One may even say that the spe13
ctacle is unique to Kashmir.
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Faith in the unity of God was not to them an
intellectual proposition alone. It was infused with
universal love. Love alone could lead to the realisation
14
of oneness. Nizamuddin Aulia is quoted as saying,
"The main purpose and objective of man's
15
creation is the love of the Supreme Being."
Along with the love of God goes the love for His
entire creation. Nizamuddin Aulia explained it thus:
"Oh Muslims ! I swear by God that He holds
dear those who love Him for the sake of human
beings, and also those who love human beings
16
-for the sake of God."
Their love had no boundaries. It was limitless, it
took every one under its magnificent umbrella.
The universality of love of that age is well expressed
in the inscription Abul Fazal inscribed in a temple
in Kashmir. It runs thus:
"O God, in every temple I see people that seek Thee,
and in every language I hear spoken people praise
Thee.
"Polytheism and Islam flee after Thee.
Each religion says, Thou art one without equal
He, who from insincere motives destroys this temple,
17
should first destroy his own place of worship."
Thus, we find that on both the intellectual and
the emotional levels, the saints' outlook extended like an
ocean.
One of the distinguishing characteristics of the saints
was that they were not passive seekers of truth. They
actively sought to purge the community of all evils out of
the fathomless love that surged in their hearts. Renunciation of the world has never been an ideal of these saints.
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They remained in touch with life, kindled in it a new zest
and contributed to the socio-cultural and moral development of the community.
It is true that quite a number of them renounced the
world and annihilated their selves ( Fana-Fi-Allah).
"Sheikh Sharafuddin Yahya Maneri kept standing in
the jungle for years. Sheikh Ahmed Khattu fasted for
forty days continuously, each fast broken by one date.
Sheikh Mohammad Ghous Gwaliori spent twelve years in
meditation on the mountains of Chinar." But renunciation was not the general tendency of these saints.
Sheikh Nizamuddin Aulia explains it thus:
*'Renunciation does not imply giving up garments
or food. Renunciation requires both. One should take
food and wear a dress. However, it is but essential that
one should spend whatever one earns. One should not
keep his heart (in worldly things) and should remain
detached throughout."
Hazrat Khwaja Gesu Daraz in the Deccan insisted
upon his disciples that they remain in service: "If noble
souls gave up their missions, undesirable people would
slip in, to the grief of common people. The greatest worship is to do justice with everyone and never be tempted
18
by wealth."
"It is incumbent on everyone,"says Shah Sharafuddin,
"to serve the needy by the pen, tongue, wealth and position. Prayers, fasting and voluntary worship are good as
far as they go, but they are not as useful as making others
19
happy."
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In the same manner the values of honest labour were
praised. Shah Latif of Sind proclaims thus:
Not sloth but honest and persistent labour will
win the coveted prize.
The mountains yield no diamonds to lovers of
lassitude.
nor rivers
Neither the stars know an
nquihty.
How will you amass spiritual wealth if you sleep all
night ?
Out of the eight principles that Sheikh Shahabuddin
Suhrawardy laid down with Quranic sanction for
functioning of Khanqah, two were that the people of
Khanqah should learn to value time and completely shake
off indolence and lethargy. The whole life and energy
20
should be submitted to do good to others.
Khwaja
to advise :

Gesu

Daraz

of

the

Deccan

used

Look, the tree stands erect in the scorching heat
but it provides shade to others.
Wood burns itself to provide comfort to others.
-

It is thus natural a man should undertake pain, in
order to provide pleasure to others.
The outlook of the Muslim saints as well as of the
Bhakti saints aimed
the soul. It ridiculed
formal worship. It raised the banner of instrinsic equality
between man and man It set high moral standards for
society. Bodily pleas
deprecated, and the joys
of the soul—truth, ius
self-sacrifice
submision
the will of God were extolled
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It was during this period that modern regional
languages developed. Love and devotion expressed
themselves in poetry and music. They were instruments
in bringing about union with God.
The common people flocked around the saints. The
aggrieved sought solace, the guilty admitted guilt, the
bereaved found peace, and the frustrated a ray of hope.
The saints in turn identified themselves witlj the
people. They picked up the folk language of the area,
and used it as an instrument for preaching faith and love
of God and high moral ideals. A large number of saints
were poets of a high order, who turned each of the folk
languages into an independent standard language with its
own treasure of literature. By blending words of different
stocks, expressions of different cultures, and by mixing
poetic styles of Persian and Apabhramsha Prakrit, they
created fine poetry.
Shah Latif Bhitai (AD 1690) was a Sufi poet of Sind.
He is ranked by authorities of that language as one of
21
the greatest poets of the world.
His Risalo is a sacred
work and a unique treasure in Sindhi language.
*

He was an ardent devotee of Sufi philosophy. He
explains it thus citing Rumi;
The whole diversity is His seeker and He
The fountain source of Beauty—thus says Rumi.
In his love of God, he would make no difference
between man and man;
When truth is one, and the Beloved (God) the same,
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He expressed this theme of devotion and love in a
multitude of colours and variegated musical tunes.
Shah sings of his eternal love in Sur Yaman Kalyan,
in Sur Sorath, in Sur Asa, in Sur Maazuri, in Sur Sarang,
in Sur Kapaiti, in Sur Rag> in Sur Doha and many
others.
He loved the beauty of Sind
fields and dales, its
His Risalo contains references to
mountains and
Lokhpat, Girnar, Jaisalmer, Thar, Ganjar, Hano, etc.
He visited almost all important places in Sind and every
time he had a new spiritual experience. About Ganja
Hills, he says.
i

Those who get acquainted with Ganja Hills become
saints, forsaking all books and scriptures.
He was a true lover of nature. The sight of the Hill
and the Kinjhir Lake on the way inspired him to sing:
The water runs below, the blossoms above, and
lovely forests stand on the sides;
The fragrance of Tamachi saturates the air ;
With the blowing of the north breeze, the Kinjhir
becomes a cradle.
Many other saints translated Persian and other
classical stories into Sindhi. Hatim Taeyee, Laila Majnu
and GuW-Bakauli have added to its literary stock.
Sheikh Fariduddin Shakarganj, popularly known
as Baba Farid, is regarded as the first poet of Punjabi
language. There were other Sufi poets before him
Masood S'ad Salman was one of them. His name
available
22
today. Other names were of Khatib Ali (AD 1093-1148)
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and Abdul Rehman (AD 1018). But with Baba^Farid a
new star was on the horizon of Pun ph. He granted an
independent status to Punjabi by his dohas. These dohas
are highly revered and are preserved in Granth Saheb.
They portray ecstatic love for God. He implores people
notjo be contented with outer appearances
23
within.
If anybody hits you, do not repay him back in
the same coin.
Since you are to go to Heaven, better touch
his feet.
(Doha 7).
Oh, Farida, why do you wander in the thick of
the jungle ?
You are searching for Him outside yourself,
While He is hidden within you.
(Doha 18).
How is it possible to sow kikar but start expecting
a crop of kishmish ?
Weave wool but aspire for silken cloth.
(Doha 23).
There is a long array of poets who have greatly contributed to building up Punjabi language like Syed Shah
Waris (AD 1375-1395), Qutban (AD 1503), Sultan Baba
(AD 1631-1691), Ali Hyder (AD 1690-1785), Bull-eyShah(AD 16*0-1752), Shah Sharif (AD 1724), and many
others.
All these saints were highly catholic in their attitude.
They had intense yearnings for God. In the words of
Sultan Baba :
I am not a Hindu, nor a Muslim,
I am not a mulla nor a qazi.
My heart does not fear death.
Nor does it long for paradise.
Oh God, give me your vision,
Everything else is false.
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Hindi and Urdu, both these languages have deve24
loped out of Khari Boli. Amir Khusru (AD 1255-1325),
a disciple of Nizamuddin Aulia, is regarded as the first
poet of Khari Boli. Prior to him whatever works survive
they are nr Arsna Apabhramsha Prakrit or Saurseni
Apabhramsha.
In Khari Boli, it is said, Amir Khusru has written
one lakh stanzas consisting of paheliyan (riddles),
do sukhna, mukarnia, savnias, etc. They were so simple
and flawless that they soon entered the everyday language
of the people. Hindi and Urdu developed in the direction
that he indicated. He had an intense feeling of love for
everything that was Indian. His Hindiwi is very congenial
to Indian life. People still sit together in the village meeting place and test each other's wit through Khus
riddles. His songs on the rainy season are still sung by
young girls while swinging in the rainy season. His dholak
songs are still heard on festive occasions like marriages.
Amir Khusru was deeply devoted to Nizamuddin
Aulia, who was his spiritual master. When he passed
away, Khusru recited the verse :
The beloved lies on the coach with her black
tresses scattered over her face.
Oh, Khusru, return to your home
Night has fallen over the whole country
It is said that Khusru combined in his personality the
variegated colours of Indian culture. He was poet, mystic,
artist, humorist, musician, soldier, historian, naturaligt,
inguist and above all a humanist
"""
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In that age, Amir Khusru painted Hindi literature
with many hues. In his period, principles of literature
were not well defined. Poetry was harnessed for religion
and politics. It was not an ordinary thing to create a
25
literature for popular recreation.
*
From the thirteenth century onward not only Khusru
but a large number of Sufi saints contributed to the
development of Hindi language.
Mulla Dawood (AD 1295) produced Prem Katha
Chandayan. Qutban in 1501 produced Mrigavati.
One Manjan brought out Madhu Malti in 1545. Malik
Mohammad Jaisi wrote Padmavat. Sheikh Rahim was
known for his Prem Ras. Many other works of Noor
Mohammad Qasim Shah, Usman and Jan are also
noteworthy. A new climate developed wherein devotional
songs were sung. Nirgun Bhakii and Sagun Bhakti
dominated the religious thinking of the day. Thus Hindi
got a start and later it flourished at the hands of these
Sufis and saints.
Urdu has never been a court language. It was
regarded as a language of the bazar and the lashkar.
Urdu and Hindi both developed out of the interaction
between the indigenous tongues and Persian, Turkish and
Arabic words.
*

#
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In the Deccan, Khwaja Gesu Daraz's MVraj-ulAshiqeen CAD 1422) is supposed to be the first work of
Urdu. It is a philosophic treatise. Mi'raj-ul-Ashiqeen
has a surprisingly smooth flow and it determined the
future development of Urdu and Hindi both in the south
and in the north.
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Besides Khwaja Gesu Daraz, a very prominent writer
of this common language was Shah Miranji Shah (1496).
He wrote both poetry and prose. His Sab Ras is well
known. Shah Burhanuddin Janam, Shah Amirul A'la
were others who developed this language in the south.
*

,

*
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Growing out of the Magadhi Apabhramsha, .modern
Bengali assumed the status of a standard language in the
fourteenth century. During this period the entire
country was waking to new religious heights. The keynote
of this movement was the apprehension of the unity of
God, and the belief that He can be achieved through
intense love. God views everyone equally, whether he is
Brahmin or Chandal. Shri Chaitanya initiated the Krishna
Bhakti movement. The Sufi movement in Bengal
flourished through Jalaluddin Tabrczi. Shri Chaitanya
had many Muslim followers who were Vaishnoi and
26
had abundant poetic work to their credit. The close
interaction of Sufism and Chaitanyaism gave rise to Baul
27
songs. (AD 1625-1675). They were a creation of
Hindu-Muslim unity. This was a movement against all
externalism whether of Hindus or of Muslims. It aimed
to break all external restraints:
You wander aimlessly :
Mandir, Mandir, Masjid, Masjid.
Oh, my teacher,
What a headache it is
The foolish, while weeping, look at me.
4 m

*

il
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Among the Muslim saints whose contribution to
the development of modern Bengali, is recognized without
question is Daulat Kazi. According to Shantj
Ranjan Bhattacharya, he was theauthor who introduced
novel-writing in Bengali. His hook Sati Mvenavati had a
•

•

*

•
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historic significance. Then there was Ala'ul, creator of a
large number of Vaishnavite songs. His Padmavati is
well reputed. Besides, he translated a large number of
Persian books into Bengali, like Nizami's Hafti Paikar,
or Sikandaranama, etc. His Vaishnava Padawalis are veiy
popular in Bengal. Another was Syed Sultan. Besides
Vaishnavite songs, he has written books on Islamic religion
like Gyan Pradeep, Hazrat Mohammed Charit, and
Nabi Bangash. In Nabi Bangash he counted all Brahma,
Vishnu, Shiva, Shri Krishna as Nabis, and showed
great respect towards them. Mohammed Khan wrote
Maut-ul-Hussain (1645) and Hayat Mahmood wrote
Ambia Bani. Syed Murtaza was a poet of the first
rank in Vaishnavite songs. His Pad Kalpataru is well
known. Sabir Khan wrote Vidya Sundar. Ali Raja is
known for his Books Gyan Sagar, Saraj Koloop, Dhyan
Mala. He has depicted the love of Radha and Krishna,
Ravan and Mandodari, and Yusuf and Zulaikha: His
conclusion is that one rises from the love for a person to
love for the entire creation and the Creator. A volume
of Akbar Shah has been discovered. It is in praise of
Lord Krishna. Inayatullah translated Chahar Darwesh.
A reference to the Pathan rulers of Bengal like
Sultan Nasir Shah (AD 1283-1325) and Sultan Hussain
Shah, and their religious tolerance is necessary. They
declared Bengali to be the official language of the regime.
They got the Mahabharata and Bhagavat Purana translated
into Bengali. This is regarded as the first translation
28
during these early days. The great poet Vidyapati had
dedicated his poems to Sultan Nasiruddin. The Sultans
were patrons of the Bengali language and tried to enrich
29
it in many ways. According to S. R. Bhattacharya,
Shah Hussain patronized "Tarja Geet". It is supposed
to be the earliest form of Bengali poetry.
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Up to the fourteenth century, Gujarati Apabhramsha
was spoken in Gujarat. Since Gujarat is situated on the
western border of India, there was a direct interaction
with people of Arabia and Persia. Many Gujarati saints
and Sufis became famous. Among them names of Sheikh
Ganjulllm(1391), SyedBurhanuddin (1411) and Sheikh
Wajinuddin Gujarati are well known. One can see in
Gujarati works like Ramal Chand and Kath-Da-Prabandh
the absorption of Persian, Arabic and Turkish words.
*

#

Kashmir and Persia had a long history of contacts
even before Kashmir's political amalgamation in the
Delhi Sultanate. The impact of Persia was direct. The
Sufis loved the Kashmiri language and filled it with the
romantic Sufi philosophy. Mohmood Ghani, Khawaja
Hbibullah Nowshahrwi and Nooruddin were the reputed
Sufis of their times. In a Kashmiri Rubaee, Sheikh
Nooruddin says :
Don't yield before His bows.
Do not turn your head if you are injured by the thrust
of His sword.
Accept willingly all the calamities that He has sent
to you.
Only then would you be honoured in this world and
after.
Mahmood Ghani translated many classic Persian
works like Yusuf and Zulaikha, Laila and Majnoo,
Shireen and Farhad. Saifuddin translated Gulshan-e-Raz.
Music has been another field to which the saints
contributed generously. They came to realize that, like A
poetry, music also elevates emotion to the ecstatic state
necessary for union with God.
«—————»
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Both the Chishtiya and the Qadria fraternities
sanctioned Soma musical rhythms that enhanced the
effect of poetry. Th
enabled the devotee to be
plunged in a state of trance called Haal. The effectiveness
of Sama can be gauged by the fact that many a Sufi
embraced death while listening to certain poetic lines
which intensely affected their hearts. It is said that
Khwaja Bakhtiy
endered
Kaki
hearing the follow
p oetic
Kushtagan-e Khanjar-e Taslim ra
Har zaman az ghaib jan-e digarast.
(To those who have been killed by the dagger of
submission, there comes new life every moment from the
unseen world.)
Akhbar-ul-Akhyar, an authoritative work of Seikh
Abdul Haq Mohaddis, shows the keen interest of the
saints in Sama music as a path to the spiritual realms.
One of tne many incidents that Akhbar-ul-Akhyar quotes
is that of a young man who was attending an audition
at the house of a Sufi, and heard the words :
*

'

i

Jan be-deh, Jan be-deh, Jan be-deh,
Fa'ida-e guftan-e bisyar chist.
(Surrender life, surrender life, surrender life ; It is of
no avail to talk and talk)..
All of a sudden the young man burst out crying
*'Surrendered, surrendered, surrendered", and his life
ended.
K •

*

Such incidents were not few. Sometimes in order
to. maintain the emotional pitch, a single poetic verse had
to be repeated for hours together.

In the beginning, Persian poetry was resorted
to for such gatherings. Persian had been a highly developed language with the treasure of scores of Sufi poets
like Attar, Rumi, Jami, Sa'di, etc.
Amir Khusru, in his devotion to his preceptor, wrote
four volumes of Persian poetry. Each word of his poetry
is permeated with divine ecstasy. To match it with
appropriate music, he needed to be an expert musician,
which he was, being well versed in both Persian and
Indian music
Hakim Mohammed Ikram Imman Khan, a reputed
musician of Oudh, in his book Ma'dn-ul Musiqee
writes:
Amir Khusru had such a mastery of Persian music
and the ragas of Hindi that he was supposed to be
a naik of that age. In place of the Pakhawaj he
invented the Dholak and, in place of the Been he
invented Sitctr. He used to teach music to boys
endowed with good voice. Dhuroo, Rahwa,
Matha, Chind, Persand, Dhurpad were commonly
used. He introduced six new modes: Qaul,
Qalbana, Naqsh, Gul, Tarana and Khiyal.
~~
He was a master in the Persian musical system called
Naqsh. Persian poetry was sung to twelve tunes. Each
had two shades, resulting in twenty-four ragas. Each
raga was to be sung at a particular hour of the twentyfour hours of night and day. It goes to the credit of
Amir Khusru that he invented novel ragas by combining
Persian music with the Indian. Many of these ragas have
gone out of use, but still many are a delight to musicians
like Yeman, Zilf, Sarparda and GazgirU etc. He also
invented many musical forms like Sawani, Farodast, Pashto,
QawaalU etc.
After the thirteenth century, music was accepted
by these saints as a sacred treasure. It was developed by
reputed and dedicated musicians.
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In this climate, it was easy for kings and nobles to
patronize music and enrich it with new forms and a new
content. The name of Sultan Hussain Sharqui, a ruler
ofJaunpur, was second only to Amir Khusru's in this
field. It became a fashion among the nobility and kings
to equip their sons with instruction in music as a necessary
31
part of education.
There were Sufis and saints everywhere who were expert in music and worked for its
advancement, like Sheikh Malli Khan Gujrati, Sheikh,
32
Alauddin, and Sheikh Jamal Sahib. Sheikh Nizamuddin
Aulia was himself a great critic of music.
Sayed Nizamuddin Madhnaik was expert in Arabic,
Persian and Sanskrit. He wrote two books on music:
Nad Chandrika and Madh naik Singhan. Mukhdoon
Bahauddin Bunnais was another Sufi, who devoted his life
to get an access to the Divine through music He invented
two musical instruments, Saz Khiyal and Khat Ras. He
wrote a number ofZikria in praise of God which were
sung in those days in the Lalit, Bilawal, Todi and Kalyani
ragas.
*

#

An overwhelming number of musical gharanas
(schools) of repute owe their allegiance to the early saints.
These schools might have been fostered by rulers of
States. Yet they drew their inspiration from saints,
particularly of the Chishtiya order, like Tamras Khan's
Gharana of Delhi, Ustad Faiyaz Khan's Gharana of
Agra, Huddu Hussain Khan's Gharana of Gwalior, the
Fateh Ali and Ali Bakhsh Gharana of Patiala, Alia Diya's
Gharana in Kolhapur, the Mushtaq Hussain and Ishitiyaq
Hussain Gharana of Rampur. In earlier times it was
ecstatic and religious devotion to music that institutionalized a particular form of music and rendered it into
a school which attracted both Hindu and Muslim
disciples.
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ISLAM & INDIAN CULTURE :
SOME COMMENTS & APPRECIATIONS

ow unfair our history text-books have been to our
Muslim rulers is not fully comprehended by the
present generation. Most of them are portrayed as Hindu
baiters, idol-smashers and convertors by the sword. If I
told you that these black portrayals are distortion of the
truth deliberately fabricated to perpetuate distrust of
Muslims most of you would not believe me. Let me
therefore recommend you take a look at compilation of
three lectures delivered by B. N. Pande, Governor of
Orissa, published under the title Islam and Indian
Culture'
I think it should be made compulsory
reading in all our schools and colleges".

November 23, 1986.

KHUSHWANT SINGH,
Pioneer.

.. it is thought-provoking and would certainly
assist the reader to mould his way towards national
integration
•

«

•

.

55

February 23,1987.

R. N. MISHRA,
Judge, Supreme Court of India
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". I thank you for your letter dated February 17, 1987
c
and for sending me your books captioned Islam and
Indian Culture', 'Bharatiya Sanskriti Ki Samagrarupata'
and Hindustan Men Kaumi Ekjahati Ke Riwayat'. The
books are masterly treatises and are valuable additions to
my library'.
March 3, 1987.

JUSTICE S. NATARAJAN,
Judge, Supreme Court of India.

"With utmost sincerity, I would like to say that it is
not only a wonderful reflection of your own personality
but also a great contribution towards the India of our
dreams".
November 6, 1986 AIR CHIEF MARSHAL I. H. LATIF,
Ambassador of India, Paris.
" . . . . . .your thoughts have corrected some of my
own conceptions about the role of some of the historical
figures. Many of the evidence collected by you based on
documents is indeed very telling and I only wish that such
publications reach a wider audience so that an enlightened
view can be taken on several issues".
February 23, 1987

R. K. TRIVEDI,
Governor, Gujarat.

"You have a deep insight into the literature on Islam
and as such your treatment of the subject is highly
illuminating. I wish this lecture could be widely propagated and rendered into regional languages so that a larger
number of our people, notably belonging to the younger
generation, may know about our own values and traditions of tolerance, harmony and peace".
September 22, 1986

S. M. H. BURNEY,
Governor, Haryana.
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" I found the three lectures included in 'Islam and
Indian Culture' scholarly and most informative.
March 3, 1987

P. RAMACHANDRAN
Governor, Kerala

<c

The facts mentioned in the book dispel many false
c
notions and misgivings about Islam ' and the Islamic
rulers who ruled this country for about 800 years."
Lieutenant General (Retd.)
T. S. OBEROI, PVSM, VRC,
Lieutenant Governor,
Andaman & Nicobar Islands

March 13, 1987

".... . .are valuable contributions. They need to be
widely circulated. l a m sure those who read it, will
definitely be benefitted."
March 7, 1987

NIAZ HASAN
Speaker, Vidhan Bhawan, Lucknow

"
is the torch light for those who are in search
of the ways for maintaining communal harmony, in this
country".
-

KALIMUDDIN SHAMS
Deputy Speaker,
West Bengal Legislative Assembly
c

"I am in receipt of... .your books Islam and Indian
Culture', 'Bharatiya Sanskriti Ki Samagrarupata' and
'Hindustan Men Kaumi Ekjahati Ke Riwayat'. I found
them to be very interesting and informative".
March 27,1987

ARJUN SINGH
Minister of Communications
Government of India
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"It is indeed a laudable step towards national integration".
March 25,1987

P. SHIV SHANKAR
Minister of Commerce

"Your contribution towards National Integration is
of immense value to the country at this critical
juncture".
March 20,1987

SUSHILA ROHATGI
Minister of State for Power

w

emphasis has been laid on the theme of
National Integration, which is the need of the hour. It
also has tried to dispel many of the wrong notions and
misgivings about Islam. You have rightly projected that
there is no alternative to our secular character".
SHIVRAJ V. PATIL
March 19, 1987

Minister of State
Ministry of Defence

CC

I am grateful to you for sending me the book along
c
with two other series of speeches, Bharatiya Sanskriti Ki
Samagrarupata' and 'Hindustan Men Kaumi Ekjahati Ke
Riwayat' which touches upon National Integration which
is very crucial for our country at this present juncture".
CHINTAMANI PANIGRAHI
March 19, 1987

Minister of State
Home (States), India
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"I am profoundly touched by the learned thoughts
expressed by you and share your convictions and view
points".
Dr. (Mrs.) NAZMA HEPTULLA
April 1, 1987
General Secretary
A. I. C. C. (I)
"Your lectures on 'Islam and Indian Culture' are
truely magnificent. They should reach a very large
audience of Hindus and Muslims".
March 15, 1987
GEORGE FERNADES
" . . . . is a unique contribution to avoiding the
present calamities the nation is faced with. It should have
the widest publicity oral as well as verbally at all times
to neutralise the venom of discords, hatred and disintegration".
MOHAMMAD ASRAR AHMAD
January 20,1987
Ex-M. P., Budaun
"These are very relevant to the present day situation
and quite helpful in having a proper appreciation and
understanding of Islam and Indian Culture".
February 24, 1987

RAMESHWAR THAKUR, M. P.

"Regarding my reaction, all I can say is that the
presence of persons like you in the public life of the
country renews our hopes for the future and our aspiration to be a civil society".
i

December 4, 1986
SYED SHAHABUDDIN, M. P.
- "I must say that the work input is commandable.
Th-'s document will surely prove to be useful for achieving
our role of national integration".
March 7, 1987
D. JATIN, V. MODI, Ex-Mayor,
Municipal Corporation, Baroda
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" . .You have removed many misconceptions in regard
to the attitude of Aurangzeb in relation to Hindu
temples".
March 31, 1987

JAGADISH SWARUP
Formerly Solicitor General of India,
11 Hamilton Road, Allahabad.

C

* I read the book
and discovered for the first time
that Aurangzeb had in fact given grants to Hindu
temples. Although I have been studying History for the
last 30 years, I did not know this important fact".
September 11, 1986

MISS. M. SETH

Additional Secretary & Commissioner (FW),
Ministry of H ealth & Family Welfare,
Government of India.
"In this hour of need and crisis your excellency has
broug ht out such monumental piece of history which can
truly pave way for National Integration".
April 13,1987

S. DHANARAJ
Scientist, Sensory Analysis & Consumer
Acceptance, Central Food Technological
Research Institute, Mysore.

"The, book is very good, valuable and beneficial for
the society. It has revealed the facts which were distorted
by the historians. 16s translation in different languages
will help the masses".
May 10, 1987

J. N- MAJUMDAR
Editor, 'Manabatabad*.
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"This literature will certainly clear the misunderstandings of thousands of us about religions whether Vedic
or Islam. It is really a good will and a great contribution
for the reform of the humanity".
April 14,1987.

HAFIZ AHMED KHAN
Secretary, Aligarh Muslim
University Old Boy's Association, Lucknow Branch.

"Such painstakingly research material should be
widely circulated amongst today's misinformed and
misguided Indians to free them from the clutches of
various prejudices, misconceptions and divisive
tendencies".
December 26, 1986.

B. N. BIALA
297/KG-II Vikaspuri,
New Delhi-110018.

"These lectures are painstaking exploration of
mediaval Indian History. They are meant to expel many
a wrong notion regarding the Muslim Rule in the
country".
December 12, 1986.

AZIM IQBAL
Ganj-I, Bettiah, Bihar.
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